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results of these studies, it is suggested that the nodular hypothesis be laid
to rest and that the structure of flexible chain amorphous polymers be
represented by models such as the random coil. The technique of microtoming
bulk samples followed by staining with heavy metal atoms and viewing with Z
contrast in tile scanning transmission electron microscope has also been used
with success to characterize the structures of epoxy and polyimide resins.
Commerc al polyimide films have been shown to be homogeneous on a scale of
50- 200 with the scale and form of the heterogeneities varying through the
thicknes! of the film. The structure of epoxy resins presents a more
complicated issue .For some resins and some curing conditions, heterogeneous
microstr~ctures cabe observed. In these cases, the typical scale of the
heterogerxeities is I the range 100-200 A. For other epoxy resins and other
curing conitions, however, substantially homogeneous microstructures are
produced. \It seems, therefore, that the production of heterogeneous structures
is not a characteristic feature of thermosetting resins. It also seems clear
that the st ucture of the cured resins, as well as their properties and
performance haracteristics will depend in detail on the resin and conditions
of cure. In conclusion, it appears that the technique of high resolution,
high contrast' electron microscopy--carried out with the scanning transimission
electron microscope--is veritably in its infancy. The technique seems to
offer particulor promise for characterizing the structure of polymers since it
permits high contrast images to be obtained with a minimum of electron
irradiation an with a permanence to the structural features. It is
anticipated tha this technique will find many applications during the coming
decade.
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I. [NTRODUCT ION

This report summarizes the results of investigations carried out

under AFOSR grant 77-3226 during the period February, 1977 to October,

1980. The work has already resulted in six technical publications,

copies of which are appended to the present report.

The discussion on the following pages is intended as a supplement

-' to the results described in the papers, and will direct particular

attention to highlights of the work and to aspects of the work which

are not discussed in the papers.

The work was carried out under the supervision of Professors

D. R. Uhlmann and J. B. Vander Sande. The students who have carried

out work under the grant include: Miss M. Meyer, who was awarded

an M.S. degree from MIT for work carried out in the area; and Messrs.

G. Di Filippo and and B. Jang, both of whom expect to receive their

Sc.D. degrees during the coming year. The activity has been a

most stimulating one for both students and faculty; and the principal

investigators wish to acknowledge their gratitude for the support

of AFOSR which made it possible.
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I. 3.

If. RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS, STRUCTURE OF AMORPHOUS TERMOI'LASTICS

The most widely accepted model for the microstructure of most

unoriented amorphous polymers is that of a random coil. This model has

been widely used to represent the properties of polymers, including

their elasticity and flow behavior. Beginning about ten years ago,

however, a number of investigations--based primarily on electron

microscope observations--cast doubt on the random coil model. The

essential and surprising feature of these results, which are summarized

in Ref. 1, was the observation of heterogeneities (present in large

volume fractions) in nearly all amorphous polymers examined. These
0

heterogeneities, termed nodules, were observed on a scale of 30-200 A.

Their observation was taken as strong evidence against the random coil

model and strong support for the existence of local order in the

materials. The degree of order was suggested as intermediate between

that of a random coil and that expected for a crystalline structure.

A forceful defense of the random coil model and a recapitulation

of its utility for describing the properties of amorphous polymers was

presented by Flory (2). As he noted, the observation of heterogeneities

in glassy polymers stands in contrast with the success of the random

coil model in representing many of the properties of these materials.

Further, the occurrence of nodular structures is difficult to reconcile

with the results of studies of small angle neutron scattering (3, 4, e.g.)

and small angle X-ray scattering (5, 6, e.g.) from several of the

same polymers.

i.
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Small angle neutron scattering indicates radii of gyration for

the bulk polymers which agree within experimental error with the

dimensions of the chains in theta solvents (which are widely agreed to

be those of a random coil). The small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)

studies, carried out by the principal investigator and by Professor

Fischerin Germany, are inconsistent in both the magnitude and angular

dependence of the SAXS intensity with the presence of nodular structures

as representative of the bulk material.

In work supported by the AFOSR grant, transmission electron

microscopy was carried out on amorphous polycarbonate, polystyrene,

polyethylene terephthalate and polyvinyl chloride. Appropriately thin

samples of these polymers were cast from solutions using the same

techniques as those employed in studies where nodular structures were

reported.

For all four polymers, the structures were featureless down to the

limit of resolution of the electron microscope. No evidence was found

in either bright field or dark field for nodular features. Series of

through-focus electron micrographs showed the absence of observable

structure in the in-focus micrographs, and indicated that apparent

structure could be developed in the micrographs by going to under-focus

or over-focus conditions (7).

These results suggested that the fine-scale (less than 30 A) apparent

structure seen in some previous investigations could reflect the use of

electron microscopes of insufficient resolution or the lack of proper

focus in taking the micrographs. To explain the observations of larger

nodules, other rationales seem required (e.g., the nodules may represent

-+-
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surface rather than bulk features of the polymers).

The combined weight of these studies led to the conclusion that the

structure of amorphous thermoplastics should be represented by random

array models such as the random coil. At the 1979 Faraday Discussion,

it was suggested by the principal investigator (8) and by Flory (9)

that the controversy concerning local order in amorphous thermoplastic

polymers could be laid to rest and that attention should now be directed

to more fruitful'areas.

J
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III. SCANNING TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPE OF POLYMERS

The observations on amorphous polymers described in previous

sections were carried out using a*Vacuum Generators HB-5 Scanning

Transmission Electron Microscope. Considerable attention was directed

during the period of the grant to developing techniques for using

this instrument to elucidate the structural features of polymeric

materials.. The capabilities of the STEM in this regard will be discussed

in the present section.

Several types of STEM are currently in use; they can be divided

into roughly three categories based on origin and philosophy of design.

First are the "dedicated" STEM's, pioneered by Crewe and his coworkers

(10), which use a field-emission electron gun housed in the ultra-high

vacuum system. A conventional TEM may also be equipped with a scanning

attachment and an electron detector and/or spectrometer, yielding what

may be referred to as a TEN(S). Finally, in practice an SEN may be

fitted with a transmission stage; in this case the designation SEM(T)

may be most appropriate.

In all three cases, the basic mode of operation is identical. An

extremely fine probe of electrons, ideally 2 to 3 A in diameter, is

*scanned across the specimen, which is in the form of a thin foil.

* Various products of the electron-specimen interaction are then collected

* and used for image formation or microanalysis (see Fig. 1). The electrons

* which have passed through the sample and have either been forward-

scattered with no change in energy or direction, inelastically scattered,

or elastically scattered can be collected by some type of electron
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detector and used to modulate the intensity of a cathode-ray tube,

forming an image of the internal structure of the material.

Fig. 2 is a schematic ray diagram of the electron-optical column

of a dedicated STEM, the Vacuum Generators (V.G.) HB-5. The electron

source is a cold cathode field-emission gun located at the base of

the column. The gun is housed in an ultra-high-vacuum system, with

pressure < 2 x 10 torr, necessary for reliable, noise-free operation

and long lifetime of a cold-cathode field-emission tip.

LA
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The electron beam thus produced is then accelerated to a maximum

of 100 kV potential. Two electromagnetic lenses demagnify the electron
0

source to a final probe diameter as small as 3 A at the specimen, and a

set of double deflection electromagnetic coils scan this probe orthogonally

across the specimen. An annular detector is situated to collect the

electrons scattered through angles 0.02 rad < 0 < 0.2 rad, while the

forward-scattered and inelastically scattered electrons pass through the

center of this detector. These electrons are collected by the electron

spectrometer-bright-field detector assembly at the top of the instrument.

The spectrometer allows electrons of a selected energy to pass into the

bright-field detector, which produces an image comparable to the bright-

field image in a TEM (when "unsacattered" zero-loss electrons are detected).

The annular detector in the STE21 collects the bulk of the elastically

scattered electrons. Since the annular detector is nearly 100% efficient

in collecting elastically scattered electrons, compared with conventional

TEM, dark-field images can be obtained with a minimum electron dose,

especially when the beam scanning is carefully controlled. In addition,

for the annular detector the contrast mechanisms which are most important

in polymeric materials are maximized, i.e., thickness contrast and

atomic-number contrast.

"1
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A. The Thv,,rv of Ili.h Con ra.t h i, s t

Consider a thin pol.ymer film where one phase, or one class of

microstructural feature, has been lightly stained with a heavy element

such as U or 0i. If a total of N electrons is incident on the specimen,

then N electrons will be elastically scattered, N. will be inelasticallye In

scattered, and N (= N-Ne-Nin ) will be unaffected by the sample. Theoretical

scattering cross-section calculations have been made by Lenz (33) and these

calculations can be simplified to yield

N 46.5Z4/3  no (

N b .V cb

Nin 868.Z 1/3 no.

N ab'.V n = b- (2)

for a thin sample where Z is the atomic number, V is the accelerating

voltage, ab is the cross-sectional area of the electron beam, and n

is the number of atoms in the beam. Also, ae and ain are the elastic

and inelastic scattering cross-sections with the units of A2 .

Elastic scattering occurs at large scattering angles (50 to iOOmr)

compared to the convergence angle of the illumination (20 mr), so that
i

most elastically scattered electrons are scattered outside the

cone of illumination. The inelastic scattering process, on the other

hand, is such that the angles of scattering are small (1 mr), and most

inelastlcally scattered electrons stay within the illumination cone

(see Fig. 1). Since the annular detector (see Fig. 2) subtends

A. several luindred mill iradia|s while the hole In the detector allows

2 1
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electrons which Sublcend 20 mr or lcss to pass through, this detector

measures predominantly Ne•C

The electrons that pass through the hole in the detector can be

separated into the two components N and N. by means of the electrono in

spectrometer. Clearly, from Equations (1) and (2), Ne/Nin = Z/19 and this

relation is independent of specimen thickness or the energy of the

electron beam to a first approximation.

Before attempting to quantitatively assess the application of these

techniques to polymer microstructures, it may be wise to "step back" and

qualitatively describe a scenario for image enhancement. Consider a

simplified polymer sample consisting of carbon (C) atoms only, where a

"second phase" exists which can be lightly "stained" with a few uranium

(U) atoms. Now consider two columns in a thin section of the polymer,

one column contains only C atoms, the other column contains only the

"second phase" with associated U atoms. In a divided image (taking

the elastic image and dividing it by the inelastic image, N e/N in), the

contrast ( AI/I, where I is intensity) for these two columns will be

proportional to

6
ZU/1 9 - ZC/19 92-9U C 19

Z /19 6/19
C

a very large contrast number.

A slightly more sophisticated approach might assume that in the

second phase one out of every 100 atoms is U, i.e., nC/nU .01.

Then for the second phase

'-A
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C+ U U C
Nno +uo

e U C c 0 (3)
N b

and for the matrix

C C

- o (4)
N 0b

and, for the second phase

Nin C + U nu. aU n cain C
in - ui cm 5)
N ob

for the matrix
C C

N. no.Nin Cn c (6)
N a b(6

where vC = the number of carbon atoms in the beam

nu = the number of uranium atoms in the beam and the other

parameters have been previously described.

Now, for a divided image, the second phase is

c+U U CNno +no
Ne ue ce()e- _ u c 7

N flO +flO
in u in c in

for the matrix

NC 
C

e e (8)
NA C inC
in in

Using the definition of contrast
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C+U C C+U CN N N N.
_ _ c c ! 1 1  (9)

N. N. N. N
in In in e

N
-e

N. C

Therefore

U C Cnlo -4no

AI u e c e in-I no U+ n . -n-" - (10)
u in c in e

and substituting nU = .01 nC

AI
= 0.35 = 35%I

far in excess of the 5% considered necessary for visibility. Thus,

divided images of the type described above for very lightly stained

polymers will yield contrasty images capable of elucidating the

polymer microstructure.

B. Radiation Damage in Polymers

The ability to characterize the state of inhomogeneity of such

epoxies represents a major step forward in the application of electron

.microscopy to the microstructural analysis of polymers. It has opened

opportunities for characterizing the microstructures of polymers as

functions of process history, including cure conditions, stress

applied to the samples, and the general thermomechanical history of the

specimens. Certainly, the presence of such heterogeneities in partiilly-

17W
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cured epoxies has important Implications for the use of these materials

in high performance application. Also important, however, is the

potential for "seeing things" in polymers that could not be seen with

any other technique.

In the present work, a combined technique has been developed for

studying polymers. This technique includes ultra microtomy of the

polymers, followed by staining of the resulting thin sections with

heavy metal ions and viewing with Z enhancement in the STEM. The

combination of staining thin sections with heavy metal salts and

viewing with Z enhancement in the scanning transmission electron

microscope seems to provide the capability of characterizing with

confidence the structural features of polymeric materials. As used

in the present studies, with staining by heavy metal ions, it has

been possible to elucidate the structure of a broad range of resins

with a clarity that is not possible using transmission electron

microscopy of unstained samples and with a confidence that is usually

not possible using replication electron microscopy.

Since the technique employs microtomed sections, it offers the

possibility of characterizing the structure of bulk polymers. Based

on experience in our laboratory, the process of ultramicrotomy requires

considerable care to avoid introducing artifacts (chatter marks,

crazing, etc.) in the thin sections; but once mastered, the technique
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can be used routinely and efficiently. Use of the heavy metal stain

not only provides increased contrast for viewing structural features,

it also provides increased permanence to the features on viewing in

the electron microscope. That is, while short-range molecular

rearrangements induced by the electron irradiation can wipe out

structural features such as crystals at modest radiation doses,

relatively long-range diffusion of the stain is required to wipe out the

perception of the structural features in stained polymers; and this

requires substantially higher radiation doses.

ROI
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IV. STRUCTURE OF ['OLY[ i[DK AND EPOXY RESINS

In work carried out under the present grant, the feasibility of

using heavy metal atoms as stains and combining the corresponding bright

field and annular dark field images of a specimen to provide greatly

enhanced contrast has been explored. Uranyl acetate has now been used

successfully as a staining agent for a number of thermosetting polymers,

including epoxies and polyimides. Although the selectivity of staining

of the different regions is small, suitable contrast can be developed

by the Z contrast technique described above, which involves combining

the bright field and annular dark field images of the sample.

Results obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 3 for an Epon 812

epoxy resin cured with NMA, DDSA and BDMA at 70C for 2 hours. Without

the use of uranyl acetate as a staining agent, the microstructure

appears homogeneous. That is, the differences in density between the

regions of the specimen and the lack of structural order produce

insufficient contrast for structural features to be discerned in the

electron microscope. With uranyl acetate staining but without the

heightened image contrast provided by the Z contrast technique of the

STEM, structural inhomogeneities are perceived; but their character-

istics cannot be resolved with confidence. Using uranyl acetate as

a staining agent, and combining the bright field and annular dark

field images, the inhomogeneous microstructure of this cured epoxy

is apparent.

Difficulties associated with electron irradiation damage in

polymers have reduced the effectiveness of electron microscopy in

* many polymer researA areas. The M.I.T. STEM has been designed to
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Fig. 3 Microstructure of Epon 812 epoxy resin cured with MIA,

-' DSA and BDMA at 70*C for two hours.
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Optimize its capabilities for accomplishing low dosage electron

microscopy while maintaining excellent resolution. This has been

done by equipping the microscope with a scan converter (image storage

device) that allows images to be stored after which the beam is

diverted from the sample, thereby eliminating additional radiation

damage. The operator of the instrument can then interact with the

scan converter to choose a small area in the stored image to be

used for magnification change, focusing, aberration correction, etc.

This area is then scanned by the beam to accomplish these corrections.

An unirradiated area is then chosen (this area existed on the original

stored image) and that area is photographed with a scan of the area.

In short, a high quality image of an area can be obtained with only

two scans of that area. The first scan, done at low magnification

and therefore low electron dosage, produces the stored image. The

second scan, of a selected area, provides the final, hard copy.

Two scans are considered to be the lower limit in dosage to produce

a hard copy of a quality image.

The scale of the inhomogeneities seen in Figure 3 is similar to

that inferred from small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) studies of the

* same epoxy resin cured under the same conditions. This SAXS work

is described in detail in the appended paper from the Journal of

Polymer Science. As indicated there, the small angle X-ray scattering

(SAXS) from an Epon 812 and two Epon 828 (one amine-cured and one

anhydride-cured) epoxy resins has been measured using a Bonse-Hart

A system. *The data cover the angular range (20) between 20 sec and 60

min. After correction for absorption, background and vertical beam

I.I
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divergence, they have been placed on an absolute basis by comparison

with the scattering from a previously studied polycarbonate sample.

The corrected absolute intensity decreases strongly with increasing

angle between 20 sec and 2 min, decreases more gradually between

2 and 20-30 min, and reaches a nearly constant asymptotic value at

larger angles. The magnitude of the intensity in the constant-intensity

region is close to the value predicted by thermodynamic fluctuation

theory for fluids applied at the glass transition temperature. The

increase in intensity at angles smaller than 20-30 min is associated

with heterogeneities in the cured resins. These heterogeneities

cover a range of sizes in all samples, from less than 100 to more
0

than 1000 A, with the most frequently occurring size in the range 100-

a

200 A.

As further examples of the combined techniques of microtoming,

staining, and viewing with Z contrast in the STEM, a series of

investigations were carried out on polyimide films. Particular

attention was directed to commercial polyimide films such as du Pont's

H film. In all cases, the film was microtomed, stained with uranyl

acetate, and examined using the Z contrast STEM technique. In all

cases, the structure was seen to be markedly heterogeneous on a scale0I
of 50-200 A. The scale and detailed form of the structure was

observed to vary continuously through the thickness of the film--

very likely reflecting the solvent casting procedure used in its

manufacture. The presence of such heterogeneities has important

I
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implications for the performance of these materials, particularly in

applications which depend on the permeability of a substance such

as water through the films.

iM
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As indicated in the preceding sections, work carried out under

the present grant has led to the development of a technique for scanning

transmission electron microscope of polymers which seems to offer

outstanding promise for the characterization of their structures.

When applied to amorphous thermoplastics, the structures are found to

be homogeneous down to the limit of resolution to the microscope, with

no evidence found for the presence of nodular features or other

structures characteristic of regions of local order in the materials.

This finding is in accord with the results of small angle X-ray

scattering, wide angle X-ray scattering and small angle neutron

scattering studies of the same materials. Based on the combined results

of these studies, it is suggested that the nodular hypothesis be laid

to rest and that the structure of flexible chain amorphous polymers

be represented by models such as the random coil.

The technique of microtoming bulk samples followed by staining

with heavy metal atoms and viewing with Z contrast in the scanning

transmission electron microscope has also been used with success

to characterize the structures of epoxy and polyimide resins. Commercial

polyimide films have been shown to be homogeneous on a scale of 50-200 A,

with the scale and form of the heterogeneities varying through the

thickness of the film. The structure of epoxy resins presents a more

complicated issue. For some resins and some curing conditions,

heterogeneous microstructures can be observed. In these cases, the

typical scale of the heterogeneities is in the range 100-200 A

LIE
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For other epoxy resins and other curing conditions, however, substantial-

ly homogeneous microstructures are produced. It seems, therefore, that

the production of heterogeneous structures is not a characteristic

feature of thermosetting resins. It also seems clear that the

structure of the cured resins, as well as their properties and performance

characteristics will depend in detail on the resin and conditions of

cure.

In conclusion, it appears that the technique of high resolution,

high contrast electron microscopy--carried out with the scanning

transmission electron microscope--is veritably in its infancy. The

technique seems to offer particular promise for characterizing the

structure of polymers since it permits high contrast images to be

obtained with a minimum of electron irradiation and with a permanence

to the structural features. It is anticipated that this technique

will find many applications during the coming decade.
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surprise to mrany when .ilctron nftcrsc(pv sric~iic, of a comcc if glasses

in-l cited tho pres--c, of hec t,-,,.o Itt ivcc. .1 cae of 50-200t Pc. lit hert-o-

gerielies were p resent in large vol tow fiarthI.. (In tlhe rangev of 50%), anti

wer seen in bot ,cI, si cr1' poc,,' n cid w,% It I o-,acoet glivses, lining' both

rieplicastion cacd dire.! transt't, el-trot, rtcrcocoicy.

Il'e riiononmenology of Ice epott I co to il. gf ,scs h., been reviewed by- a

n,imbler of authors (2, 1, e.g.). fljic-o~trn,,t-r co-c,ing cf cilsirete sercond-

i,,,,p.,ticlos ire pc-ierAlly seenm c,,.r tihe bo.,ietivs of miscibility gaps

(,.,ccce fract ions of -cood-phaqP rc netiai Ic- tli. 15-2(1%), whvile inter-

connected microstrrctnes are nit,,,, bu~t i-,Inai fb ly. observed In thce

renitrnl regions of mct-biltty fops.

In -. ny glas-focot.n sism,,Coic-v t phut-o arrays can hie produced

4 ~~~as .1 result of liqctcd-t-lqotd ictItit It ht.,.. Iven cmcnctrated, for

escomple, that a nulcrilicity of .ccIOrIA-uc P11,1 cs n hae Prodccced by approprl-

ace btect trenctm..ot cif vtiu, 'us to- it -,.I, g.), and tha.t -cocidary picns,

gepacrationc is a phencor-encon of potientkl in-iortine in mrany glasses (5. 6, e!.g.).

rio,tI-n siulcl bep e,,-r. t..-. in tif. ctogi i,. r. iccsof pitisr -i..r.1tioct

from the form, of toij ,btetvedc ,trot tc-s. It iia. i1c,-o noted.* f,,r ecxample,

tlhat Interconnected micfcrctructucres c.a, be pi.-k,e~d by the forcma.tion, growtit

&MM6
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,ri Iii c(ilti' nf disirt'to su:isJ-pi-i. )It . I|-. (7, s. ,f U e , i t 1_1 di,*, rI ,

: , N si ructti'ir ('can be pr inctI 1, li| (.it t Ili-t li.' it vi i,, it 1-- .(Led

'it I t it ,., ( 7. 8+ e-. t .) . It 1, .-z A' , I.... -l li t1, z.,t iI a.- Im , th. 1L , -.11

1 r' I II , rlL my,.n inaear t erm s III t I C t t II (IN . 1 1 , 1 Il , 1 ! , J-, I, . . I,,t+ ]t I

i - , irs o i tho Interconnect ivt -vi'.', iit l I, I St , -. ' , li I St c ;It i

In n', iAie~ii-c! a,. c Ppepr. ii''tzl i,)d W ii l (); ) wss-J ll. Iliiique lit

I i, l i-iice xCIt Ittioll to elicits tc i -vt, e:i .it'rtng c. obtilned tell-

tc pt,,!iie the ki t re'prcesentaui ,i, oif t5 -, t iistnilcl of ci I' -Y I102; a 
1  

t I vy

dot &:,- d that ,I-+ esqenlt ,| Il t. , ,.l,, ' ,,[ !. 11 ,, 4 t .v It rd 1, ,

~ti o 1 I -1, v' " rphs of Stf i n, . i .- I ' - i , ' ii-t rIi I n .,f rot at I o

.:i i fCA ine tcit r ,sedt 'n t h t's''li t to in i .i cit t I. I Ir,,i.

M i l .it cI i ortgin'illv surifg ! t A a, -'.,v'Su I i- -i wil,' 1 u 144

Fi, -. , ,]'.%I; u it' Ie data by Sil .I I d I+ A, .IJ, I, I ,lt If..t, It d ,,'h- '

f. i tr and sugj:,'ted a m i, Si- -sI" of I' 1.5- '".1 . i;,h.. I mltii i ,

I-. t ), 1 11't11) ni U1tt -.; '1S (I1) I , II J1 = I . d 011 f'J 4 I I I I 1 i- 1 ,"- if tit< d. pf,,r

f',i't f sg;'sv' or a ww n 51 -0-5i i;-yu i0 f I '.7,,. hI n c -' is 'a fit d ... ..

,-1,0 f rt or iti. Tist dit iist r i' I I of i t ,ti Ii it 1VI M.i t t r I"'Ii Is

'.1' r i -it to ,uthct w..s f l !ii.! t I,( t r'-
t 

'. b i I n % I l n, u I' V, tJ

IIt 1-, eo i' l 1.v-oF I (c~face or|l, l [IJ , I+ o. cm , a~h']~ x+l h I = '~M,+ l. * it

I . , I I I + , t i I I I -,= ."

h', ti. I ,t' of It has t" 't f-, (11. 12) thi tt tth, ',t IIt.'s . ..

i
.
'
.  

' , l- " Ic t I p1 i :, it, iltIV , I, ift I t hiot II h, cr, tAi . It iis

Yt t Id t h t . - t l ir tici ri'i r t ,,I-i' of , i 
' 

o ly 1
2  

r.'si t-L,

rl in Y 1+¢1 
r " 

, ,t ,.n l rot Itl t nc .|, .,, ('lip t" , t lr;044 It, 11 w ith t, ,l, i+t

t' a Iii tii t tt' ihidron.

", -I f n I i i,,,a Ii1, I) also fossil that tii si-n j,.t sit. ii mdel pts:I I'

St- - sI a t ons- ofviulecc - i aIss 1' -1., 1'- I by 1 i-th .Is

I, ' I.I , R I I'+' S-!+|vn O ev d ' ' %I, I I' ""A I" r'' '' , I ,l p.0 Ing, 1 l.0 ,A

!r + ll t .L . c a ,r-- tvid o e , ,fr n I ., v I- I I ,l I, y. t l" t+ It, U r . l .

I-II vtll l t ' t, lI!, of mo+|tl( ,'" ne, t Il;, ."- , 31, l i,~ .- 3 111 t he iex |, I--t

i, I, [ (h|O l , l tA +. Isp".tt q "I t he t , r,. I~t i I .I| la 'o I I , -

I" h t I I .. ) .

' AI v t ,|1 1 t L ' o ,le ( 5 , I . F . q 1 L . , r" f , , t( hi . r .,id m n e t w o r k t- - 4 I
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ha, * itx.everho pi ovided by a -tr .1 s .11 aoglc Xi-ray scat tcring

otitdic., (16-19, Fo~ Ir both NWi, iand Levtt ant Aya~rxt I, small angle

lotrovity is I. "Ssrveri, rioemI oI. in .itli1" .tn e 1 .5 of that pre-

dIctvd from tbimodrr,rl nc fI ot,,ar ini tir~oty for thermal det-Ity fluctuationsP

I tozei- in at tHe gl-,~ t ransdr I n . ito-re fIrI int"~ pr.,vlIde t i~trr tv Iden ce

agril nst the oreeu rvot o f crystali lit- , r other heterogenectu% features an the

basic structural xntt of the materials.

A "I it If Icant qnreri' hasj I. a rI ii t tcetno it) bti1,r tfieS the mo I det'si t y I I c-

tuations are In fact frozen-In at tintie. tytntiocn, or whether one should

anticirate a ib-inge In the II urotion scattering with decreasing trmpersture

below tic gis.'. trmat lt n. Vf(r a1 i-iorir if riryplynr. i. W,..rdorff And

Fischer (20) forrr'd in ir importel.st *.tO rir lat t hr aryuotot ic scattering de-

creased 1linearly w ih fallilng r enp~rat ore 1,el w tire glaqs rarnittion.

In cootraat to th~s w.ocrk is the rrt iocevir idy of Ptirai-Iosiita and his

cailleagores (18) rho ne.rsured the nympt ot ic strull angle X-ray scattering from

glassy Sf0 2 nvyr ca i-offe frcri r, to ortrIrr Wiri,OC. it was lowid that

thre Irvel of A orprot Ic scat terinrg was ron-t.,v ro cyr this broad ranige of tt-

prt~rirre. Inricacink strongly th),r the thlerrAl denitty fiucturtatlcons are

frozen-in at the glans transiticrn.

The origin of the di fference b'ttcin poirt gia~rarv atd oxide glasses In this

repted remain', unextlainerl. SJ ol'rff ;aid 11 'cir nrrgeit tihat the donsity

(iir-trtton'. below the glass tryr-riticii at, prrrportlrial to the cotqresibiiity

of the sample at T 9 od to tire act nal terre.t rre .1 the sarmple. The rat ion-

ai, for the ctenge in densifty fIim roat iorn heow tihe glaqa r ransi tic-it is for

Irtem c-)nvttr o; and it shoold ihe noted that the data of Porai-Kositits And his

colleaetes tov-er a mirr~rh broadet r.rcrge of teera~rCturce, even when Ficaledby the

gliss transqition tr'tpvratrre. t,7n do crb, tn orn tie polymer glasses, Con-

siderIng the imiportance of dro-ity flrirt,nirlns to matters of present tech-

oelrgical Interest, rtis area srovir trmi rrit rinser .11t ent Ion.

Aicirrogir the rwide 'rorgle tnd sieth ar'gle -tr1.1 diffrtion studies of Silt2 ani

Let', glp qv see'tem Vbest rc'iresrnrred hy rani-m network Rt t ctutneq, electron

microscope oh,-ervatloms (21, v.F.) srrgic'ntid the presence of domains ((ti-rod

melcr Iles) irro-ing a degree of ordr'r inter.-- ii .,te tetwven thaot of a random

array and a lim!rfect crystal. Thre electron miroacre evidence was re-examained

k.,hb Seward ;iod Ulimann (22) In Hte ease of SirW It was found that hetero-

geneti eq wer- only sOMetTIceS seen, and rrir' ser, depetmodd on the teectni9.,es

troed to prepare qarpler for time electron rm-Iroscopae observations. It was

2~ 6)
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sugpested, therefore, that the otrk'., ,b,, t'jtico .4 1., 1ct~,cot

sing~le-phase glasses should not bce t.'il~ ns Y. pr.-!,citolI%-c t-l the stci11'of

the materials.

In the case of 8203. h tiro 1c c c c - - i c

csetc~otk of Be 3 tritangles. Rather., a rci.m irracy it hit -ilicnhi,, M) .r ani

err.,Y. of twisting ribbons of tritcccgl - uti. it Iicv tit I i trc-Iat I 't. (.)

have been suggested to represent tlwS 'tti.ce.

The results obtained ont 112031.tlld ltce mccic is r..cctgisi to ir c
1
'r.,sct tilt strucure T

ral se in Intecrestinog Issue w~i t)c rticit I. c lie aIcc mc ti-sk c oit 'r, Ic ccd *pIci I -

CallyV, in the clase Of 820, t her tccodmcc it iv% wh Ilc itvvIcic tibe tit . tipI

tion of experimental data sie conc-s( c ol kiitt all I'll ar.' i.1tyr thac ti... basic

~tticticralinitts of the materi .Ii (BI I I "i'cc,-cI Ois ic It s~.I-, cjieic

as we~ll to Other glasses, -~hte the r.ccc-c nct~tc cocrt ci - ,t it cc'I

lATFCr In scale than the fundacmta ii olt- nf tie .I ticc, tost,.

Wi th this qualIfI Icatiton .I t sloucic Ill- ictc-i II- it (.i .111 1 tht- s Itg'ZIv-IIt usce

olxide gl asses studied us ing cti,clicrn ii ft cc a tI ie inA -n pitt I iocaIt tc, l, copc.

the best represent atitons of thle fit tit t cit u cic iiot Icc di 3 1 c % '..I-,'. lc-d (-n

cry stal Ii tes, mtrel leg or nccdul es. paytcrY't a ,I ci 't t",cites 1,Icl v tf I- ici1

symmetries. Rather, the beat degricctctonr of tic trc t rti. q(ic'S to t.4 tovilctd

by random array models.

The term random array has beirn ccsc' as ai iilccril Iit I.- i' tice r7,c111-i ccct-.rk

mocdel, since modification of tIcv t-;i I ,vi c.i..I- I,, ir., f1ccc ic.,Ir c 'I

Compoit ion wchere the I orcat ion if tlit, , -. !Ic nll-cI cc4c~~c 1 . ccl. I. ri

e.g. , regions of the metactilicci, cce-pcsit Icns Ill 'cc Ii sI tlt' . iicciwher

even thle c rysrtals are Cocccoqcd Cf ( ci' C - 'j ~ I Ill, .I t t , jg a , o, Ic citlg

new c I asses ofI oxi de gl asses prccdccccc icbY rclcitd q Ici- I t I r icn Iqucc. It r Itc cet -

wcork Inmt Iior, Isa most un I ike Iy . For sltic 1,mati(r icdic, ,. i-%ctI as iti I Ii,,-ir

polymers, the generalized Pirtlrc ir thatI ,f a tl-c' citicy In cwiic~h IlI. struc-

tural ele,,ents are randomly arranrged acidf to whichi no iltf of tice qr-ictt Is

repeat ed at regular Intervals In th1rie ci cilisini.

In light ofi tice success of tlc rovl",cil I'll-ciic, ftcl Illc c~Ioleetf c: I[,.1 Cruit-

ci ~tide of many oxide glasses, It wouldc alcoci,, cicc sitol 1 to isailic Inc citail

the principles upon wichet sicel, A cncccl~ i-; biid. -A; tei d previccu. v I?"'), thec

original roccceptual basis of 7achicit (ac 2h). thIlt t sc, ccinrc -ccc lot.

a ~~extended th~ree'-dimensional notcccrls lactcing peetccdlity wcith as riccigv oncte"I

Similar to that of the corrccclcoocint, cryc;tiintccA c.c higlic ic'itld

A nutmber of classic oxide Fclcigi formecrs hive, in foci, titicr iargc ciiiirres

Ak71



-A ~'l di ffe.',, I' l ,i lpe 1e,.,litelei *t''1m 1.ti~ Ati'' I3 ltlVe

IV "omit drilvino fe. I Ill cry ,i.ei, .' t .i .) ..e .....i' lIe n Al...Its

re'i.mtiVeiy s-Inli ,'r ( Im gil-fl tee'f it I I-' 1i'.' i 1 1i .e mmii V.I Il.v s-0l1

ctvsiti-iiquiJi sti ic fro. ~ v i m'-r ''
1 

. ... h , to t Ivei v high-1 "i'. letec t1 1.

(vnII lowing feet Ii., vI eI I on d i v soc gI'

'To the presient atir' knowleelve- . tere' leve' bitst no1 icd0 Lilictl iHm,e a eel-

vocally eletelitrl ft.' sttrutUre",., eit tie' iliiv'iell peel,;s ii iwc'is t ..'melt Il

ph;ese gl1095,-- i, lgiet mef ti'te ' ii ....' t~I.'-i artre, Asi,' In repim

senting the strml tolls mif ille lu'leeieeiev gi ims.'. bil'.crv gtiarm

Itee-S ree'u'iaelm i" adept t~e' -t'kiiig Vig '-i0 ' ti-.It (ti ist rl tert'' Mi ti

incivielet pmme' I teau'prt d v'.i, -. ', in Ai.,- hi' d-,i, Itl A' 1 et. treeIel.-

ie'f,'rm cinsing, It 'cheeceid he i-lte tiltit it t - it de-al of the lt-t st ard a.

tivity ill tile le 'l of glass!, s v 1 i'11e'ee'Lt, sit'ood Lilm1141 ire tee-

favlIitc to, -in i t %,IIt mIi nI I Ie l, , I'I I I . Ivteim I i t Iese ~itS'5 1 -,aieI

t'l e 'iat ,t 1 1 t,i ie 'i.ei1  vI a-e -'' it t ie'.11 yI-.l' s' and i''t 'I. I I'h'sts . Isl 4 eei'

,if tue,,ic. 'r -, - i.'t i,, it insii'0el ;'3a,1I I it ,iled !,N tie' t r..eIiti'nmai gil'c'

'-li Li' si ' 6-i. t., evi Hlet ?,; x r ,iimitsI '.irieild he m'e'l it a'v'el tet hitelmiet
our scope andl p er t 1, ipite Itit ti- .inI tl'' iv
A's in etestrplIe of whit It oitiher f IeoIso L~i t I t .. I o. qiim'ittn eeave her-c ..eI

(I I msted L1it h vgIlRt ~ Id-tsi-mr ti
1

'' .i (if 1-e-- l' L s i''m'em Iilil irljvtte Let

trali tilotil ly ricpte 'cited bv tile rI d onIs A I N7'!12). Oil, s cars hi' r.prdei

.- I fovem of i t eil.1l4If M-l,1 11 - I Itel I~ -bi I' -11 'c Iic ' -rt's t 1 ,1' v la I In tt ll

fileld ifi polltimsI"e 'ti "eec slte~ mel to evt t ti' feel di-Is rlttion )Ivili

str,vtcre and prep'! tii'.

Ili develtpii'ts . li-ei' luvetlll toI. ti'- , i, thIt' eId eef ("mI'll soij.e's diie-

c',sed above' hot ii den ing set ilei ti, It ion metttr
1
-- Ite i,b rvat men

i2P, ,.g.) of a lige' neireiieti'--'tlte'pisi mincttlivt' lisp ;erric.itee

I~fll vttermogenmeitlv e on a scale vi V'N 200r A lilse'i't vv-eitI',t'eti

ifoimoles, were reported to he pee'.' t fIt Itce releol- lirt ieitt (li tie reilgt

'I of Sifl)m were seen In bollse sti''m ,it -I,'it doiti ,~ rpIvmt *;ti,l wert' ,imi't

seorI In hot), height filIJ m ,i , kii fl'e mIl' t 'In Ill li it. Tiev''e nqieitr

atoi snt roIsng htsolp 1it t fior t it-e I,'Ist'v'- e tf i 1-ee,-, of 1-. il orr~ It, the n.tentl'

Aive solilar to It Ii'e linti in tIe lii I lie glit's smhst,p~qiten It-

vec-t g~at Ions of tie sirmerter%' fisiterpIente tlerlie. Irs imave lvfiratel teat

tile eeit,etIar I.featI -re'' ti' n t rtt,'r ,'iit 11 - of tlc''--t tll tet s it It' hteceIe rm

A ~~~~~~Innst. 'Tues ctelelht, Ito ( .is t osti t lnites Ite t? e-i .n.m.ti Ii ,'t' f

tire's:, Ii setl 1gl Illton 'cti-t ini' (?9m ei'.- ; (2) wide angie X-ray

siosi(28)
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ost t t Iog 410. e..) P3 m'r r~I - , pa It, Iv~ I "V, .); (4) lplit

scat tter Ing IQ. r. i.). In add it I it . inv, 1.1 ttI op.;,f I tre npt ltnl arnt I opie*

of po~lymers have provided furtheor eviden, ng.alnst it,, existece. of rT~lvtd

r(ting as characterist ic Htttrral fe.ktir of gl-'. prclv-sirS.

In ronclustton, the field of gln1os st rto rnI atot.r I- dyn-imit Anl I.1,sY

fntrest lg irea for sr fentf if J sn-t(I p it Ios4. (:.,i-Id. r.,iI progrv- hs.It beten

ral In eli. flitIng the str,,rtnte of t?", 1rl ioo11 ,I ito. "I, ascI v.1.1. gi.,sqe!

and the pr ospe cts are quite pond tot fotie~r wdvan.- In Owt MAJl. Ito focus

of glass structural studies sets., hrowever. to IYan, Jif ed to novel oxidle

glisses and to a broad range M4 inn-o'tid' 3555's . I I.. f-uitni, In this dt-

ection setrsr If anything. liely to iitcie.',re it 0,-- mrngn decade.
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Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and high resolution electron microscopy have been used to
characterize the structure of glassy polymers. The SAXS from polycarbonate, poly(methyl meth-
acrylate), poly(ethylene terephthalate), poly(vinyl chloride) and polystyrene is inconsistent, both in the
form and magnitude of the scattered intensity, with the presence of nodules as representative of the
bulk structure. The electron microscope results provide no evidence for heterogeneities on a scale
and volume fraction of the reported nodules. Only the pepper and salt features characteristic of
microscope operation near the resolution limit are seen. It is suggested that the structures of these
amorphous thermoplastics be regarded as random arrays.

1. INTRODUCTION

The question of local order in nominally glassy polymers has been the subject of
considerable controversy during the past decade. A sizeable number ofinvestigations,
based primarily on electron microscope observations, have cast doubts upon the utility
of the random coil model for representing the structure of these polymers. The
results of the investigations are well summarized in ref. (1) and (2).

The essential and initially surprising feature of these results has been the observa-
tion of heterogeneities, typically on a scale of ;50-100 A, in a number of polymers.
Among the polymers in which such nodular structures have been observed are polycar-
bonate, poly(ethylene terephthalate), natural rubber, isotactic and atactic polystyrene,
poly(vinyl chloride), and poly(methyl methacrylate). Investigations of nodular struc-
tures have included the following types of observations: (1) the nodular structures
have been observed in both direct transmission and replication electron microscopy;

W- (2) dark-field electron microscopy has indicated the presence of ordered regions of
approximately the same size as the nodular regions; (3) the nodular structures have
been observed to change with changes in the process history of the samples; in particu-
lar, they have been observed to increase in size and/or rearrange upon annealing and to
align upon stretching; in some cases, the nodules have been suggested to merge on
annealing into patches, which in turn aggregate to form lamellar crystalline structures;
(4) when etched by ion bombardment, glassy polymers do not thin down uniformly;
some at least develop a granularity on the scale of the nodular structures; (5) the size
of the nodules varies from one polymer to another, but does not differ significantly
from one form of a given polymer to another (as isotactic vis-d-vis atactic); and (6) at
least in the case of polystyrene, electron irradiation has a pronounced effect on a dif-
fraction halo corresponding to a Bragg law d-spacing which is identified as correspond-
ing to an intermolecular rather than an intramolecular distance.

1A



88 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AND SAXS STUDIES OF AMORPHOUS POLYMERS

The accumulated weight of these observations has been taken as strong evidence
against the random coil model for representing the structure of glassy polymers and
support for ti.- existence of regions of local order in the materials. Electron micro-
scope studies o' thermosetting polymers such as epoxy resins 3 have indicated hetero-
geneities on sifrilar sLales to those seen in giassy thermoplastics. In these cases, the
technique of rej lication electron microscopy was employed; and the form and scale
of the structu'.- were found not to depend on the curing conditions.

In addition t) such direct observations of heterogeneities in nominally glassy poly-
mers. a number of measurements, ranging from X-ray diffraction to mechanical relaxa-
tion. have been taken as inconsistent with the random network model. In addition
to the work discussed in ref. (I). particular note should be made of the relaxation data
obtained on amorphous polystyrene using a torsional braid technique.4 Such data
have indicated a transition occurring at temperatures above the glass transition tem-
perature, T, Such transitions have been termed T,, transitions, and taken by some
workers as evidence for local order in the polymers in their glassy state.

In contrast to these suggestions of local order in the materials, many properties of
amorphous thermoplastics are well described by the random coil model. Many of
the results of relevance here were reviewed by Flory.' In addition to these, the results
of studies using small angle neutron scattering' and wide angle X-ray scattering" have
provided important insight into the structure of amorphous polymers. These will be
considered by others at the present Discussion, and discussed briefly in section 4
below.

The present paper will describe small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and electron
microscopy studies of a number of amorphous thermoplastics. It will also present
results of SAXS studies of cured epoxy resins. Some of the results have been reported
previously;' , ' the interested reader is referred to these papers for details, where
appropriate, which are omitted here.

2. SAXS STUDIES

SAXS data on polycarbonate (PC), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly-
(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC), polystyrene (PS) and a
number of cured epoxy resins were obtained using a Bonse-Hart SAXS system. The
system incorporates slotted germanium single crystals in both the incident beam and
diffracted beam in order to eliminate the effects of slit-width smearing while still
maintaining usable intensities. After correcting for background and absorption, the
data were desmeared using a weighting function which was determined experimentally.9

In accomplishing this desmearing, an iterative deconvolution procedure was em-
ployed, using a multiplicative correction to obtain the trial function at each step.
This has been taken as the lower limit of the present measurements.

In carrying out the desmearing procedure, it was assumed that the scattering from
the specimens was isotropic. This assumption was verified experimentally by rotating
the specimen and investigating the effect on the scattered intensity. The intensity was
found not to change upon sample rotation.

The measured intensities, corrected for background and absorption and desmeared,
.J were placed on an absolute basis by comparison with the scattering measured for a

known standard material, obtained under similar diffraction conditions. In all cases,
a colloidal silica suspension (Du Pont Ludox IBD 1019-69) diluted to 1.46 % by volume
was used for this purpose.

For all the glassy thermoplastics, samples of commercial materials were employed
(Lexan, Plexiglas G, PET from Du Pont chill roll, American Hoechst PVC, and lens-
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D. R. UHLMANN 89

grade PS). The epoxy resins included EPON 828 cured with triethylene tetramine
(TETA) for 4 days at 100 'C; EPON 828 cured with nadicmethyl anhydride (NMA)
and benzyldimethyl amine (BDMA) for 14 days at 175 'C; and EPON 812 cured with
dodecenylsuccinic anhydride (DDSA) together with NMA and BDMA for 24 h at
130 C.
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FIGi. I.-Variation of absolute SAXS intensl'y with scattering angle for amorphous PET: 0, de-
smeared experimental data; *, calculated i,.insity for thermal density fluctuations + distribution of

* heterogeneities; A, calculated intensity for a 50 vol. % concentration of 100 A heterogeneities
characterized by the crystal excess density.

Representative results obtained on the amorphous thermoplastics are shown in
fig. I and 2 for glassy PET and PVC. respectively. For these and all the other glassy
polymers, the intensity decreases markedly with increasing scattering angle at very
small angles and reaches or approaches a nearly constant value over a range of inter-
mediate small angles.

A nearly constant (asymptotic) SAXS intensity at small diffraction angles (20
<I' ) is expected for thermal fluctuations in density in an otherwise homogeneous
material such as an ideal liquid or glass. In the case of glasses, Weinberg'0 has sug-
gested that the configurational fluctuations (but not the vibrational fluctuations)
present in the liquid at the glass-transition temperature, T., should be retained in the

!f'
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90 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AND SAXS STUDIES OF AMORPHOUS POLYMERS

glassy material. The magnitude of the asymptotic zero-angle scattering may then be
expressed as:

I(0) = V < (Ap) 2 > = kTK(T,)p2  (1)
here KT (T,) is the isothermal compressibility at T; k is Boltzmann's constant; p is
the average electron density; and ((Ap)'> is the mean-square density fluctuation in a
region of volume V.

c : A A A
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2- A
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FIG. 2.-Variation of absolute SAXS intensity with scattering angle for PVC: 0, desmeared ex-
perimental data; 0, calculated intensity for fr07en-in thermal density fluctuations plus scattering
from heterogeneities listed in table 1; A, calculated intensity from heterogeneities 200 A in diameter,
having the crystal excess density, and occupying 50% by volume; (---,intensity due to thermal

density fluctuations.

For each of the glassy thermoplastics, the measured SAXS intensity reaches or
approaches an asymptotic value which is close to that predicted for thermal density
fluctuations frozen-in at the glass transition. (The difference between the measured
and predicted intensities varies from < 10% of the predicted value for PC to _- 50 % for
PMMA). Considering the possible uncertainty in the values used for the high temper-
ature compressibility, the agreement here must be regarded as impressive.

The occurrence of scattering in the very small angle region above the level corres-
ponding to thermal density fluctuations indicates the presence of heterogeneities in the
material. Using the exact expression for the SAXS from spheres, distributions of
heterogeneities such as those shown in table 1 for PVC were obtained by fitting the
experimental data. The points labelled by open circles in fig. 2 show the scattering
from the particles in table I superimposed on that from thermal density fluctuations.
The agreement between measured and calculated intensities is seen to be excellent;

It and comparable agreement could be obtained for each of the other polymers investi-
gated.

In estimating the actual concentrations of the heterogeneities which are indicated
by the increase in SAXS intensity at very small angles, it is necessary to assume a value
for the density difference tsp between heterogeneities and matrix. In the case of PET,
for example, if the scattering is assumed to be associated with microvoids with a
density difference from the matrix equal to the bulk density, (A#p) = 0.20 electron'
A-", the values of C(Ap) obtained from fitting the experimental data would indicate
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volume concentrations of (4 x 106)-(2 X 10--), and the total concentration of
heterogeneities estimated from the intensity invariant (see below) would correspond
to a volume fraction of z7 x 10-3. If, in the more likely case for this material, the
scattering is associated with crystallites, with a density difference from the matrix of
(Ap) 2  2 x 10-3 electron2 A- 6, the values of C(Ap)' would indicate volume con-
centrations of 0.04-0.2 %. The total concentration of heterogeneities estimated from
the intensity invariant in this case would correspond to a volume fraction of Z0.7 %.
Even smaller total concentrations of heterogeneities wereestimated for PC and PMMA.

TABLE I.-SIZES AND CONCENTRATIONS OF HETEROGENEITIES DESCRIMNG THE SAXS FROM
PVC

C(Ap)2/l0 electron 2  C/% (Ap ,. 0.034 C/% (Ap = 0.45
radius/A A-6  electron A -3) electron A-i)

4500 5.78 0.05 0.00029
3500 2.89 0.025 0.000 14
2000 1.33 0.0115 0.000066
1000 1.91 0.0165 0.000094
700 3.24 0.028 0.000 16
500 15.0 0.13 0.00074
150 8.44 0.073 0.00042
50 23.1 0.20 0.000 14

A check on the estimated concentrations of heterogeneities can be obtained
by evaluating the contribution of the heterogeneities to the mean-square density fluc-
tuations, <(Ap) 2>. The magnitude of this quantity for the scattering above that due
to thermal density fluctuations may be determined from the invariant integral:

foh1'(h) dh = 27t2<(Ap)2> (2)

where 1'(h) is the intensity above that due to thermal density fluctuations. In all
cases, the magnitude of <(Ap)'> determined in this way is close to the sum of the con-
tributions from the heterogeneities inferred from fitting the intensity data.

In the case of PVC, table I shows the concentrations which are implied by assuming
the crystal excess density (Ap = 0.034 electron A- 3) and also those implied by assum-
ing that the heterogeneities are microvoids (Ap = 0.45 electron A-3). It is important
to note the concentration of very small (50 A) particles in the indicated distribution.
The inclusion of these particles 50 A in radius serves two purposes. First, it helps to
account for the measured intensity in excess of the thermal fluctuation scattering at
angles between 20 and 30 min, and it accounts for the slight negative slope observed
for this part of the curve. Second, it is needed to make up the difference in the mean-
square fluctuation density which the larger particles cannot represent by themselves.

It should be noted that particular distributions of hieterogeneities, such as that
shown in table i, are by no means unique. Other models with somewhat different
values for the sizes and relative contributions could undoubtedly provide an equivalent

-. description of the experimental data. Any such model must, however, associate the
scattering at very small angles with small concentrations of rather large particles (as
concentrations in the range of 0.04 vol % of particles several thousand A in diameter in
the case of PC).

Any implication that the heterogeneities are characterized by the crystal excessIdensity is not intended; and it seems likely that many of the heterogeneities are not
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characterized by such a difference in density relative to the matrix. In particular, it
seems reasonable that the larger heterogeneities are not large crystals but rather are
heterogeneities extrinsic to the polymer (such as dirt or perhaps stabilizers or process-
ing aids which have precipitated during processing). These should have a larger Ap
than crystallites, and would be present in concentrations smaller than those indicated
for heterogeneities with the crystal excess density.

It is also possible that the heterogeneities are characterized by Ap values which are
smaller than the crystal excess density, in which case the volume fractions would be
larger. For PVC with Ap = 0.0045 electron A-' (ApIp I h,.for example, the i n-
dicated concentration'of 500 A heterogeneities would be :t7 %a. Such heterogeneities
could represent locally dense regions containing relatively high concentrations of chain
entanglements, probably given some permanence by the presence of a small con-
centration of small crystallites.

The forms of the scattering expected for heterogeneities having the size of the
nodules reported in electron microscope studies, occupying a volume fraction of 50
and characterized by the crystal excess density are shown by the filled triangles in
fig. I and 2. It is seen that the experimental data are inconsistent, both in the form
and magnitude of the scattered intensity, with the scattering expected for such an
assemblage of nodules.

Use of the invariant integral to estimate the mean square density fluctuation in the
materials, beyond that expected for thermal density fluctuations, also presents problems
for the nodule hypothesis. In particular, density differences between heterogeneities
and matrix in the range of I % or less of the bulk density are indicated. Such small
density differences would not produce perceptible contrast in the electron microscope,
either by amplitude contrast or by Fresnel type phase contrast; and it seems unlikely
that heterogeneities differing from the amorphous density by as little as I ?could be
characterized by sufficient order that perceivable diffraction contrast would be noted.

Taken in toto the SAXS results provide strong evidence that the nodular structures
seen in the electron microscope are highly unlikely to be representative of the bulk
structure. It is suggested, therefore, that the nodules may be associated with surface
effects, and that the structures of the polymers be regarded as random amorphous
arrays, with small concentrations of heterogeneities superimposed on thermal density
fluctuations frozen-in at the glass transition.

While most of the controversy surrounding the existence of nodules has centred
about thermoplastic polymers, many studies have been conducted on netwcsrk-forming
thermosetting polymers as well. Heterogeneities, generally on a scale of 50-3000 A
and present in large volume fractions, have been observed in transmission electron
microscope studies of a number of cured epoxy resins. Among such studies, that of
Racich and Koutsky3 has provided the most clear-cut evidence for the presence of
structural inhomogeneities. These workers observed heterogeneities (which they
termed nodular structures) on free surfaces, fracture surfaces and etched surfaces of
epoxy resins of widely different cures and chemistries.

The SAXS intensity from the three cured epoxy resins are illustrated by the data in
fig. 3 for the Epon 812/NMA/DDSA material. The intensity is seen to decrease with

!i~wincreasing scattering angle out to z 24 min, beyond which the intensity remains almost
constant. The asymptotic level of scattering is close to that expected for thermal
density fluctuation (0.3 electron' A-I as compared with 0.18 electron' A -).

The pronounced rise in scattered intensity at small angles (20 <24') and the
excess asymptotic scattering at larger angles (over that predicted by fluctuation theory)
can be associated with heterogeneities in the sample. The sizes and concentrations of~

heterogeneities needed to describe the observed scattering are shown in table 2. The
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FIG. 3.-Variation of absolute SAXS intensity with scattering angle for Epon 812/NMA/DDSA:
0, desmeared experimental data; 0, calculated intensity for thermal density fluctuations + distri-

bution of heterogeneities shown in table 2.
presence of large heterogeneities (R > 250 A) is required to explain the large increase in
intensity at very small angles. It is likely that these heterogeneities are extrinsic to the
polymers. While adventitious impurities such as dirt may be responsible for some of
this scattering, the most likely source is gas (air) bubbles incorporated in the resin dur-
ing its cure. As seen in table 2, concentrations of gas bubbles in the range of 10- s

are sufficient to account for the observed scattering (above fluctuation scattering) in the
very low angle region.

TABLE 2.--CALCULATED SIZES AND CONCENTRATIONS OF HETEROGENEITIES IN EPON 812/NMA/
DDSAIo

R/A c(l - c)(Ap)Y c(Ap = 1 %) c(Ap = 10 %) c(Ap = 100 %)

150 3.18 x 10- 6 0.266 1.95 x 10- 3  1.95 x 10- 1
500 1.91 X 10- 6 0.135 1.17 x 10-  1.17 x 10- 5

3000 1.77 ., l0 - 6 0.124 1.08 x 10- 3  1.08 x 10- -
5000 9.55 x 10- 6  

-- 5.88 x 10- 3  5.88 x 10- 1
6000 5.53 x 10' -- 3.38 x 10- 3  3.38 x 10 -

Gives c(I - c) > 0.25.
The scattering at larger angles (still in the small angle region) is associated with

smaller heterogeneities. The excess scattering (above that due to thermal fluctuations)
indicates the presence of small (< 100 A) inhomogeneities in the materials. Again,
concentrations of gas bubbles in the range of 10 - would be sufficient to account for
the observed excess scattering, although the presence of other structural inhomogenei-
ties could also account for the scattering. If the densities of these heterogeneities

* differ only slightly from that of the matrix (as Ap/p = 1 %), they could be present in
sizeable concentrations.

For electron microscope studies carried out using direct transmission on thin sec-
tions, heterogeneities in a 1000 A thick sample of epoxy would provide discernible

Ik
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contrast only if they differed in density from the bulk by z5-10°.. Examination of
table 2 shows, however, that heterogeneities differing from the bulk density by 10 "
or more can only be present at concentrations in the range ~~.1I ,, a range which is
much smaller than the concentrations indicated for the nodular features.

For studies carried out using electron microscopy of surface replicas, which repre-
sent the largest fraction of the observations of nodular features in epoxy resins, a
different question is posed by the present results. The volume fractions of hetero-
geneities seen in the electron microscope studies are consistent with the SAXS results
only if they differ in density by perhaps I ,, or less from the bulk. In light of the
modest differences in density between cured and uncured epoxy resins, differences in
density of 1 % or less in the cured resin seem not unreasonable. It remains to be
established, however, how regions with such differences in density become visible on
fracture surfaces. Certainly there is good reason for expecting regions of different
crosslink density in cured epoxy resins. What remains to be clarified is the relation
between such regions and the features seen in electron microscope studies. The
present SAXS results should be viewed as providing data with which any proposed
structural model must be consistent.

3. ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDIES

The SAXS results discussed in the preceding section cast strong doubts on the ali-
dity of the electron microscope observations which suggested the occurrence of nodular
structures as essential features of amorphous polymers. It seemed highly desirable,
therefore, to re-examine the structure of glassy polymers using the technique of high-
resolution electron microscopy.

Appropriately thin samples of PC, PET, PVC and PS were cast from solutions
using the same techniques as employed by previous investigators; the specimens were
viewed in both bright- and dark-field using a high resolution electron microscope
which provided magnifications of 500 000 , or more on the photographic plates
when desired.

For all four polymers, the structures were seen to be featureless down to the limit
of resolution of the electron microscope. Only the " pepper and salt" structure
characteristic of electron micrographs taken at high resolution is seen. The " pepper
and salt " structure observed is a result of the use of a finite objective aperture to limit
the amount of information (in the form of transmitted or scattered electrons) from
the object that is used to construct the image. If the object is considered to be an
array of atoms or molecules, then the convolution of the object with an Airy disc (the
aperture transform) will yield a blurred image of the array observed as the "pepper
and salt - structure.

No evidence was found in either bright-field or dark-field for nodular features as
i Areported by others. The combination of featureless bright-field and dark-field micro-

graphs provides strong evidence for a highly homogeneous structure. Since PET was
the first polymer for which distinct nodular structures in the glassy state were reported,
and since the nodules in this material appear with greater clarity than those in other
polymers, it was decided to subject PET to even closer scrutiny. Several through-
focus series of micrographs were taken, a representative set of which is shown in fig. 4.
This series shows the absence of perceivable structure in the in-focus micrograph, and
illustrates how apparent structure can be developed in the micrographs by going to
either an underfocus or an overfocus condition. The change in the scale of the'- salt
and pepper " noted with change in focus can be considered as an additional defocus
convolution with the original object.

A, _'w
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These results suggest that the fine-scale (<20 A) apparent structure seen in some
previous investigations may simply reflect the use of electron microscopes of insufficient
resolution, or may result from the lack of proper focus in taking the micrographs.
Neither of these possibilities can be confirmed at present nor can alternative explana-
tions based on other effects, such as radiation damage from the electron beam or the
possibility that the observed nodules represent surface features of the polymers.

4. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The combined results of the SAXS and electron microscope studies suggest that
nodular features should not be taken as representative of the bulk structure of thermo-
plastic polymers. These findings are in accord with the results of recent light scatter-
ing and small angle neutron scattering (SANS) investigations of glassy polymers.
Among the former, Patterson" investigated the effects of cooling on light scattering
from PMMA and PC. No evidence was found for an increase in the number density
or size of heterogeneities in the polymers as the temperature was lowered, as would be
expected for nodular structures as regions of local order.

Among the SANS studies, that of Benoit 2 can be taken as representative. The
radii of gyration of eight molecular weight polystyrene polymers were found to be the
same, within experimental error, as those of the polymers in a theta solvent (where
the random coil is widely acknowledged as providing a useful representation of the
chain conformation).

The combined weight of all these studies, together with those cited in ref. (5), leads
to the conclusion that the structure of amorphous thermoplastics should be represented
by random array models such as the random coil, rather than by models such as the
nodule hypothesis, whose essence involves regions of locally high order. When
examined in detail, all the evidence advanced in support of such local-order models
seems subject to question. Even the observation of T11 transitions seems to involve
the interaction of the liquid with the braid on which it is supported, and cannot be
taken as unequivocal support for regions of local order. It is suggested, therefore,
that the controversy be laid to rest, and that attention be directed to more fruitful areas
such as the structural changes involved in crystallization and the structural differences
between surfaces and bulk material.
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mt'-I i ng aut h i gh I t-oratulrt' tal 'vt-i 1's cinlg from tilt' Ii iqi t stat'

flaring tlit past 81 s-tars, it hils it-n fi'iinil that glass forma tio ilis- nit ryst ri ittsl
to Si I itIati's , nor tee to ill'rgait u'sidt's Ratlier, gl asst' liavky Il' fI'rrt'di
at Widt, rang(.' Of matyriuils, Iililinlg pohi imirs, sl ts, sii ,l-1 rgalniC'S, v-itt'r,
I-;il-liigt'iidt's. anti til m-tails. lii' tt't'liiiqtt' for fo'rm'ing glasse-s alsio I-over i

sirv vitt rangi'. inc'luiiniig splat Ii' imp id liser film rn-ltini, ivapo'raitionl

s;'itt-ring * ill inji Iant at ii'ii thuri-ial anti iati i oxida t i', tt-n it-il v'apoir
dt,'- ps it ionit, cu'lt-'tr'd'p-'it ion,* listirst isi (i'f g.-ls. cMid iNpuisuri' to' raldiatitm or

;io, wa V's." 'Fit-, siri t it' I- f ti-immiqats used Iii firm glassi's hant' rut'intl I 'i-ti

sqi mma rl i d is' Sc iirer and Sclitl t z (I1980) , and v-il Stb, di1 sc'iss'd bvs halika ( 198ol)
It th I ('mfi-rtmueI,

illei ease (if glass format ion tinm cool ing at I iqaid ranges from B1(213, wii ichi has never
tiyen t- rst allI iczed from at dry melt at atmiisphier ic pressare alac tic polymters
viiili 1 '.tmmut urvssta I i nt' iteatusetif ci'mf igurational constralnts ;and al I te
(NtAi Si 308~) v'ii It his biein held for inu t1ita a seCar att u-unsiditrcthlt' iinl-rtiilimgs
vi thit..it ilistricillt i-x'talIi nation: throughi ft'e familiar silit'ate glasses ofi
induistu' v-lik ca isn hei formed as amtirpliti sol ids (i it scalt- of incites hat not fict
'tntl materiails such as pi'ly,'ttvlt'ne tereputlialate which willi partial ly crystalline

*1 i~i iiidit-s if t-n 1/8 inch thickness unliss i-oioled rapidly; to natt-r als whiiichi
crystal i, n'mless cooled withi great raltidity , inc luding the widely-investigated
me-tal il lay glIacsses whosie format ion' requ ires coali1mg rati's in the' range
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Ill6 K st- 1. and wh iih can tbicrt'fore he. prepared is glaisst,, oi. whiti it least
oe dimns ion is sniai1 I.

i t- p1rtsultit paper I wi I be lt cont me d w i Lti tilit two types-of g Ias sse of grea test
tttlllltloit':ll imp'rtancLt' , oxide glasses anti polyner- glasses. S)", ifi atzttetionl
Will het dirctttI to the struturttlal ftatitrtst bioth typevis of glasses, I.' mtidels
t-td to, represent tiite stretttirts, and to tilt kiiitti I r0ctssts imlpoirtalnt ii their
VISCOUS tis oti ind crvstaljtliill biehaioitr wiCh atffec't tiitir aiilitv to li, formed

is glasses.

Ilit tiitVs is W.ill 11 it11 citi Cluit tita tt lopi'ieiit s. inl hot i Of t-les areas hiavt ii maili-
rts'ieC ts prticeded ailting patal itl I ints, w tli re-grettaiil- lvittit i nterttilntt titin
between tiieiii and with rt-gi'ttatiilv I itt]l C tillitlnitltiiii between'T Workers deal ing
i t ti the two claisse's ofl materials, It is h opt-d that lotlftrtllts stCii as thet
pr-ctelt one, biringiing togetlher workers rim aI variet %eti distci1 itles will prttmote
hiC1treseti interatt iln ant int Lrctilllet ioll dttriiig Lte toitiilg dttadts.

'li1)ifi S oii iGL.SS S Illt 11 1.

Amysll lv lit, modttls tiUstti to rep~resent tihe St rtiltture tii- gl astSs, til t filtw Ing havne

r, itivt- witiest alttenltiion. lit eath case, rteference wll bi e ade to thle earliest
.ir t'itt lass it' titstrili iS tif tilt' structitre, wit tilallililS t11ltiseli frm isthi
jP0il.*lIt .11i1i .iii glasses, it Will lie seenl that mtidels tbased til tile samleetcon-

ep titili zatt io ,itt it emn advancet tt repreustunt bohttyp~e ltf gIsts,,aippirtilitlv

trIl 'dIi- t tI lei

:N-ri'. di ffractionl pltttCr:s if glasses gtieLril eshiiit birtiad peaks, vientered ii
il' rI-lift ilil wili st ronig peaks Are also scull inl tile d iffract ion1 iatteilIS tif tilt,
-ltrtsdinlg c rystals. T1ii is sihiwii in Fig. I foir thtt tase (if Si101. stit h
tiistrvtt ions led to tlt suggest ijIi titat glasses art composed tof array s tif tere
.t-ml I crystals. ttrmtd crystal tites. Ililetobservetd iireadtit(of thet diffractiotn
pattern if tile glass was siiggesteti to result (rimt partclt-sizt hbrtiadtiiing, whiicih
tel tirs it- s izes. it f tilet Ik dif fract lug arrays smttl It r tihan about 11.1 .5,t
Ill tilt' tasei fl Oixities, tli is Mtidel was applied to boh~il silgILt-Cmponent and mtlti-

titittltgla-ts . wi Lti tlh, st ructitre inl tilt, latter east iteing viewed as ctompoistd
,Icrvstail I i tt, of ctii~i it tons ctorrespotnding tttcompouiids iii thle piarticular

ste. In tiiec taseo f oxide glasses,* tiiis model is most f reqtuentliy associated
wi t It i

t
trati-Ktsii ts (e. g. , Valeiiktiv and Porai-kosiliits, L936t) . Variatio~ns tif tis

ritt I hve litt on used hv main otiters ii the field tif oxide glasses. Ill tile case of
pal yme r g Iasses * tile modtel h ias received mucit le ss at tentiotn; althloughi evid enc e
fir regVlI ir it eLr-e'lta il coirrelIat ions has bieten suggested byv several invest igators.

Kamdttm Art. i MOIti

According tt rinitm arrav models, glasses are viewed as thiree-d imensitonal arrays,
* licking, ssmmttrv antl pterititliitV, in, whicit lit) uniit of the structurt is repeated

* It regi,,ila.r inttrvyils inl three tiit~ieltls, lIn the ctisct Pf oxide glasses, tile
suggested raindoim arrays were nletwtirks of oxygen polyhedra , and thet model is known
As5 tue random net -Work modelI . Thiis model is most frequent Is associated wi th names
,tbarren (1937) and Pacitariasenl (1932).

Adoitpt ing the hypothiesis tiiat a glass shttuld have an energy ctontent similar to that
if tue correspond imp erysta I * Zarliariasen suggested four rules for thle format ion

itt in oxi dt glaiss. These art:

I1. Each oxygen ion shioul d he linked to not mote titan twit catitons.
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have been extended to represent tile structure of nominally-glassy polymers. In

particular. the notion of paracrstallinitv can be taken to provide a specific
embodiment Of tile approach suggested by tite mielleo or nolule views of glass
structure.

Structural Models Based on Five-Fold Svmmetries

tle existence in liquids of nearly regular coordination polyhedra which cannot

till space was suggested by Frank (1952) and Bernal (1959). In both cases,
structural elements having five-fold sytmetry were emphasized; and, indeed,
tilt stymetry of the coordination cells observed in hard sphere models of liquids

is predominantly pentagonal. In one view, tile existence of such structures was
related to tile suggestion that thee nergy of a moletcular group may be lower for
some forms of tile Coordination polyhedra which do not fill space than for ally

splce-tilling totm. A:ccording to another view, tile stabilizing influence is

not energetic but entropic ill origin, specifically bei ng related to tile entropy
associated with tile mixing of different polyitedra.

Models hased on tiv-fold symmetry were used to describe tile structure of SiOl.
and alkali siiicatt glasses (e.g., lilton;, 19-7). According to thiis model, trIe
structuret is composed it pentagonal dodecahedraI cages which cannot lie extended
indefinitely in tiret dimensions without aceompanying strainof tile Si-i bonds.
lie present author is unaware of appl ications of five-fold symmetric units to

represent tile structures of synthetic amorphous polvmers, although they ihave
bit-n employed to describe- biological macromolecules.

Meande r Mode

A, cco rdi ng to ttis model, the structures of amorphous polymers consist of bundles

ot nearly straight chains which change their directions by the introduction of
gaticle se-gments cooperatively arranged in gauche-areas. In this way either
honeycomb or meander-like structures can be produced. The latter were suggested

as intuitively more probable (Pechhoild.1971). The typical radius of the meander
was suggested to be In tile range of 50 A.

SIFRU ITR OF GLASSES

Oxide (,lasses

Early controversies between proponents of the crystallite and random network

models of oxide glass structure were generally decided in favor of the random
network model, based largely on the arguments advanced by Warren (1937, 1941).
From the width of the main broad diffraction peak for Si02, e.g., tile crystallite
size was estimated as 7--8 A. SinSe the size of a unit cell of the corresponding
crystalline form is also about 8 A, any crystallites would be only a single unit
cl 1 in extent and such structures seem at variance with tile notion of a
crystalline array. Further, in contrast to silica gel, there is no marked small
angle scattering from silica glass, at least down to the range of diffraction

. angles shown in Fig. 1 above. This was taken as indicating that if crystallites
of reasonable size are present, there must be a continuous spatial network
connecting them which has a density similar to that of the crystallites.

Because of tile wide acceptance of the random network model, it came as a great

surprise when electron microscope studies of a nuwber of glasses indicated the
presence of heterogeneities on a scale of 50-200 A. The heterogeneities were

present in large volume fractions (in tile range of 50%), and were seen in both
single component and multicomponent glasses, using both replication and direct

transmission electron microscopy. Because of the general acceptance of the random

t34'>- l ' ' : ' : ,,'-:1.y: - -r, . :: ,,, ,, r* -_,
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network model, most reviewers "knew" that glasses were random networks; and tile

reports of such studies appear in publications such as tile Pittsburgh Cetramist

(tlummel, 1957) and Industrial and Engineering Chemistry (Prebus and .lichner,
1954).

A rationale for tillt' Xistlen'e lf two-phase structures in glasses as manifestations
of a process of liquid-liquid inmtiscibility was soon provided. l'art icular
attention was directed to a model of liquid-liquid phase separat ito I. a continuous
mode of transformation known as spinodal d ecomposition , rathtr than III the more
familiar mode of nucleation and growth. A linearized theory of spindal decon-
position (Cahn, 1965) predicted tite occurrence of interconnectvd microstructures--
i.e., microstructures in which both phases are three-dimensional ly interconnected.

Such structures were observed for comlpositiolls near the middle of a number of
miscibility 1aps tht flood gates w,re opened and reports if two-phase or multi-
phase structures in glasses began to proliferate,. vidence for miscibility gaps,
both stable and metastable, were found in a lrge number of glass-ormling
systems; and it is generally rc, goized today tiat liquid-liquid phase separation

is a widespread pheOtlmTnll', ti, 'tissbil oi ot olht15lcturrnvl lust be cl-
sidtred wilen treating tile structurt and proL-erties tI glasses.

lie, phenomenology of phase separation in oxide glasses hais been reviewed by a

number of authors (e.g.,l ltimann and Kotlbeck, Il7lt, Vogel, 1 77). Microstructures
consisting of discrete second-phasv particles are generally seen near tile bound-

aries of misciility gaps (volume fractions of second-phase material less than
15-20 ), while interonllecttd mirostructures are of tell, but not invariably,
observed in tile central regions "I miscii'ility gaps.

In many glass-torming systems, -tln moret rom-lplt'x pis, arrays 'an Ill produced
As a result of liquid-liquid immiscibility. It has beel demonstrated, for example,
that a multiplicity of ,morpious phas's caln b produced bv appropriate ieat
treatment tf various compositions (Vogel, 1971), and titt secondarv phase
separation is a phentCmtnon of potential importance ill mally glasses (e.g, Seward
et al., It 

8
a, and Porai-Koshits and Averjanov, 1968). te latter pltetomtttiion

occurs when on cooliig a liquid, initial separation takes place into two phases;
and on further tol ing, lile or both 01 tite initial phiasts in turn separates into

other phases, at least for regions away from tite iter-phase boundarits.

Caution should be exercised ill inferring tile mechtanisit of pitase separation from

the form of tie observed structures. It has been noted, tor example, that
interconnected microstructurt's can be produced by tile formation, growth and

coalescence of discrete second-phase particles, and that discrete-particle
structures can be produced by P at treatment of interconnected structures (Seward
et al., 1968b).

it has also been noted that iltclusitton f tile leading higher-order nonlinear terms
in the theory of spinodal decomposition leads toa breakup of tite inter-connecti-
vity seen in the early stage. linear treatment.

Recognizing the occurrence of phase separation, tile issut of present concern is
the structure of the individual phases in two-phase or multi-phase glasses. To

the present author's knowledge, there have been no studies which answer this

question unequivocally. Tie success of tile random network model in representing
the structure of both single component and single-phase binary glasses suggests,
however, that It should usefully describe the structures of the individual

phases in phase-separated glasses.

X-ray diffraction studies carried out during the past 10-15 years have establish-

ed that the random network model provides the best description of the structure

of a number of simple glasses, including SiO 2 , ,eO 2 ' and a number of alkali

*'P
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Iicates. Euxptrimt'ntal techiniquets wterte de'veloped to teliminate prob1L-ins associated
ithi Comptotn scattteriig and permit reliaibl e data ttt he obtained out to large.
valutesof sin'!- (lhere is the dififractlion anigle and is tile wavteIenigtli).
kIlmpton scattt'ring is of part ittilar 'onlcern lot matt'rials rumposed of e'lemt'nt s ot
low atomic number,* and 1-1t'Ct I or manyv of tilt, important oxide glasses. It tiite Last'

of li'j, t'.g ., it lirgte valuets Af sin 'I/ , tilt' incoliert'nt ChMAmpto Scatttring,

uitilit t'Iltflls no' tutioiai itittlint in. t'xct'ls til ecolit 't scattering its a

Ilt ani il rtadv-tlas i, i'a'pet'r, 'Ioni and Wtarrt'n (1969) ust'd tilt' tet'nnitlut' Ill

StrLctil' "I S.5'5itl. llit' ]t,,kind tilt random nietwortk Model Lto uitotidt' tilt' best
iet-'t't'VIt ii "I tl.t' stt'ictlurt; aid thy dett'rniiitd tha tilt' t'SSt'iIIl IIltural
riiidti-ntss ,I' Lit', Iass tt.skl ted both 'roti a vaiiat ion in Si-ti-Si lionu , 1 i'

'ii.is notably hbroadet thani thlat of tristobial ite, is wcttI as tro. .I distriliiioi

'It r, tat illn anglVs O it net ttraiedroni %< ih rtSpi' t tol anl aidj''t tt'trati'it,io.
It tis .iad sLlhtst'tinettt studieLs of glassy Sit,, lii .vtid'.tice. wis, tiuiid tor Lit'

lint sii'Itt'-s.

in tillt' ~Ijt 'I1 60t0- it wazs founid (Lliltiaiti and hicks, I971-j) t ivit tilt' di striliution
I6--14.ut mlt'sl To tit' glals is narl> is silir is tltit iii tii. cr.,.talI. It was

siggst'Ia iittl' Lesstent ial strutLkitl ritd.'mitt ,sI' glisi ii re'siilts Ifroti a

tAi'ks aitnd i~liitmiti asy itid thul tilt' raindom;lt wr ii.idt'l prtovidted th, nest

tp1 as's . S '::!I' I'V itIlt't't wa fi, ii1 , hottw vttr , f ttr tite paIi riitg ot .ul Liii ioiis iii

tfilets rtctire.. Othetr cvidt'itr, f t r pair iti itis it''.litt\idtd bt. tither dif fractiotn

asp-sts tI tit st rut, it fI twitIt' glJiss Ill l''rii-KOsiiits , 1977).

OtiIor workers it ittrprttL Iilitractiot dataI (it thitse glas.s usiitg mudifienl
''rvstillit t ' Midtl-s 'g.,Ktiiitt't and Eatle, 1973). Sttrong SUI)ppLt for thel
tindom network motde I is, hioweve'r, ittet prosvided by a series of small angle X-ray
scattering stuidites (~b'tith'g, 1462; Pierrte t't Ai * , 1972; Kenninger and Ltiltiann,
1974; l' 1 tai-Kosiiits et ail., 1974). Fo ot htt Slit) Itid iat,), anl asymtptoitIc sitall
.itgle' iiitt'isi i is tis ervt'd, wilst miagnitiude is wi thiin a factor of 1.5 of that
pred i cte~d trom t litrmolvnitm Ic f lutuat ion theory for thermal dens its fluectuations
rozt'n- in at thie glass t ramnsit ion. * 1 le findings providte st rong evidence against

tile tI'ccirrt'ltct tI cr%'stIlites as tiit' basic structural utitso(f tilt materials.

Ali intere'st ing quest ion has aristet cotncerning wbltetr theL thermal deitsitv
fI Itic tiiat ioins irt' ii t1fact f rozen-iml at tile gI S t rais it iont, or whethle r one should
aintic ipate a chargt' in tile I luctuatitin scattering w'ith decreasiing temperature
bttlow thle glaiss trainsit ion. for a numlittr of glass>' pttlvmlers, Wenditrff and
Fischer (1973) fitund in an important study that the asymptotic scattering de-
creased linearly w'i th falling temperature be low tilie glass tranisit inn.

In the case of SIioii, a beautiful invest igation of tliis issue was carried out by
Poral-Kosliits et al . (1974), who measurt'd thle asymptotic small angle .\-ray

* scattering from glassy, Sit" over a raitgi' from room temperature to 10ttidC. I t was
found that thle level of asv*mptot ic scattering wats constant over this broad range
of te mperature, indicating strongly that the thermal density fluctuations are,
frozen-in at thle glass transit inn. Thie origin of tile difference in behavior
between polymer glasses and oxide glasses remains unexplained.

If thle wide, angle X-ray diffraction studies of 5to 2n ;t glasses indicate*2
random network structures, how is one to expl ain thle el ectrn mic roscope
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observat ions Ihis issue W.'as addressed by Seward and hI ilmani (1972) who carried

out detailed cl-ctron MiCroscopt obstV rvations. of glass\. Siil, It w-s toulld that
iltterogeneitics we oly solllct.llc set-nI, and wilt-n set'lI, depllndcd on tile tech-
niquL's use-d to preparte samples for tilt t-letitron litrtiscope obst'rvatiuons. It was
su,,gtsted, thereftore' that tlt- original observations of llterogt-neities in tile
siInglt-plas- glasst-s silouId not be takel as r-presentativ, of tilt structure of
th0 mliaterials.

In th cas" of 11t3, tilt' structurc dot's not soon to III Com1.sed t1 J raddom

nctwork ol Bk)3 triasgtvs. Rathtr, a ranldom array of Units was suggested
I)% 7 iozi and Warren (l970), whil in array I twist ing ribbons of triangles
withlout in tr-rihhon torr-at ions was suggest VII b. Funltl vt- y ald tl ootptr (1970).

For ill of tihe oxidte glassVs studied using modern difiracLion and comIutational
ttlelIIiquVt, tilt host rt-prsentations of tilt structurte art not provided ity models

based ll cr-staillit, lit'lts or nodults, paracrystals, or strctctures haviilg
fire--old synmletries. Rather, tilt- btst descriptions ilV tile structurV stem to he
provided by random array llodc Is. At ltast ill tilt' case-of l2, the random arrays
art- of tnits larger than til- basic structural unit of the material (113 trianil-s).
Ib is may hold as well for otIt-r glasst-s, wlt-rO tilt random network may conlsist ol
t'ltiti Ls larger ill S'1lt thall tilt' fundaImenltltal units 01 tllt structure.

Polvmi-r llasst's

InI till- a'lS i of glassy th-rmoplastics, the structural model of a random coil

achivod wid, act-ptace, sililar to that accorded ti tile random n-tw,'rs model
ill tt 'ast, of oxidte glasses. ihis acceptaicte was based on I numblt-r of findings,
siicil iave -iVu i summarized IIIy Flory (1972). ilhse include: (1) trteatelt-nts ot
tlodclis for liquids of chain ilolcul es strongly suggest that states of iltret'ldiate
ordt-r betwten that of a crxstal and a liquid Witl only short raligo order have
highitr IrOt' cncrgy than tile crystal or liquid; (2) dilution of a bulk polymer

hlltes tilt' elastic modulus gradually, and hx only a few percent for dilutions
.is larg- as 20- , ill contrll st t til- rapid t'ilaligt' citil small dilutios exp -ct-d for
ihitial packing of cilailts to high dlisity; (3) tile close agrt-emtit of tile mean

squ;irt' Lhain Iengtl It tilt' frt, cain determined from strss-ttluperaturV
coefficients of bulk polyir ilt-twocks with those determined from tle intrinsic
visc-sitits (tvvaluated for infinit- dilution) of tilt, same polymers; (4) tile close

agrt'mt-nt of til' meall sqUare .hain ltength. of tile free cilaini deti-rmined from
cy li-zatIon equ i I ibria inI bulk and iln solution, as well as from intrinsic
viscosit ies; and (5) tih, simi I arit of thermodVnamic interiaction paralters
cva luated from vapor pressurt.s anLd from chromlatograpilic leasureents.

Dire,'! Widt, algl X-r~rv cattvring studies of amiorphlois poltiers date back to tile

wt- 1-known investigation of Simard and Warrtn (1936) of natural rubber. it was
intdicated by thtse workers that it was not neessary to make all specific

assmpt ions as to tile mutual orientations of tie cllains in order Lt, describe tile
X-ray diffraction pattern and derived radial distribution function. A number
ot subsequent invest igators applying wide angle X-ray diffraction technliques to
til determination of polymer structures also indicated that no definite conclusion
could be made concerning tile intermolecular chain packing, while some worKers

ce suggested that their data indicated the presence of frequently-occurring and

relatively sharp intermolecular distances (and hence some local ordering of the
chiains)

Consideration of the criticality of diffraction data at large sin lt/. fur making
precise structural determinations of amorphous materials, tile importance of Compton
scattering at large sin 0/, (which can exceed tile coherent scattering by more than
an order of magnitude in case of tie hydrocarbon polymers) and tie fact that tile
teclniques used in these investigations did not satisfactorily eliminate or

II
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its analogue in the case of polymers, where It has long been recognized. Before

discussing this in detail, it is important to recognize that even simple polymers
represent rather complicated solutions. That Is, they consist of molecules having
different chain lengths (different molecular weights). In addition, most commer-
cial polymers contain modest to significant concentrations of various additives
such as heat stabilizers, ultraviolet stabilizers and process aids.

When two different polymers are mixed, homogeneous phases such as occur widely in
metall ic and oxide systems are seldom formed. In most cases, mixtures of

polymers are characterized by irmiscibility. The change in entropy on mixing
long chain polymer molecules is generally quite small. Since the enthalpy of
mixing is generally positive, it is therefore not surprising that most chemically
different polymers do not mix.

The standard thermodynamic theory for the mixing of polymers is based on the

classical Flory-Huggins theory (see Flory, 1953). More sophisticated theories of
polymer solutions (e.g., Flory, 1965) have been developed and applied to the
calculation of phase diagrams for polymer mixtures.

When the different polymers are covalently bonded to each other as in block

copolymers, the thermodynamics of phase separation required modification. Des-
criptions of the thermodynamic of such systems have been developed by a number of
investigators (e.g., Krause, 1970); and the understanding and control of micro-

structures in copolymer systems are areas of considerable activity at the present
time.

The general incompatlbilitv of different polymers prevents the preparation of
useful blends when the phase separation Is macroscopic, but polymers having
notably improved properties (e.g., impact resistance) can be obtained when the
phase separation occurs on microscopic or submicroscopic scale. In the case of
hi,,ck copolymers, the scale and form of the separated structures can be varied
by changing the lengths of the blocks and the thermal and chemical histories of
the samples.

The morphology of phase-separated polymers often takes the form of spherical

particles of one phase embedded in a matrix of a second phase. Other morphologies,
specifically cylinders and lamellac, are observed with increasing volume fraction
of second-phase material. In addition to changing morphology by changing com-
position, the morphology of two-phase block copolymers can also be changed by
changing the casting solvent as well as by thermal history. The effect of
solvents on the morphology can be associated with the solvation power of the
solvents for the repsective blocks.

The structural features of heterogeneous polymer systems have been summarized by
several authors (e.g., Shen and Kawai, 1977). Evidence for interconnected micro-

structures, such as those often seen In the central regions of miscibility gaps
in oxide systems, have been reported in some instances (e.g., Smolders et al.,

1971); but these are relatively rare in polymer systems.

CRYSTALLIZATION AND CLASS FORfMTION

* It is recognized by all at this Conference that the occurrence of glasses is a

widespread phenomenon iii both oxide and polymer systems. It is customary it both

these fields of technology to speak of glass-forming and non-glass forming
materials, where reference Is implicitly made to the ease of cooling liquids in
bulk form to produce amorphous solids.

It has been noted, however, that nearly any liquid will form a glass If cooled
sufficiently rapidly, and will form a crystalline or partly crystalline body if

t-o;- --A- --
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cooled sufficiently slowly. On this basis, it was suggested (Uhlmann, !972a) that
the question to be addressed in considering glass formation Is not WHETHER a
liquid will form a glass but rather HOW FAST must the liquid be cooled in order
that detectable crvstallinitv be avoided.

Among the few cases where the rate of cooling is not significant in tile formation
of a glass are the atactic polymers, whose lack of stereo-regularity along tile
chain imposes configurational constraints on their ability to crystallize. While
such polymers may form liquid crystal line arrays, particularly when highly
oriented, they will not develop three-dimensional crystallinity no matter how
slowly they are cooled. For stereoregular polymers, on the other hand, the
importance of cooling rate is similar to that for oxides and other materials when
considering glass formation.

in estimating tie minimum cooling rate required to form a glass of a given material
(termed tile critical cooling rate), several kinetic treatments have been advanced.

The most general of these, based on the treatment of crystallization statistics
(Hopper et al., 1474), provides a detailed description of the state of crystal-
linitv in a hody, and can describe phenomena such as crystallization on reheating
a glass and the effects of nucleating heterogeneities on glass formation (see,
e.g., Onorato and Uhlmann, 1976, and Onorato et al., 1980).

By applying the kinetic treatment to a variety of materials, both organic and
inorganic, It has been found that glass formation is favored by a large viscosity
at the melting point (found for many good oxide glass-formers), a large rate of
increase of viscosity with falling temperature below the melting point (found for
many good organic glass-formers), large crystal-liquid surface free energies and
hence large barriers to crystal-nucleatIon, the absence of potent nucleating
"oteregeneitles and the requirement for appreciable solute redistribution for
crystallization to take place. Derived from these findings are suggestions that
glass formation is favored by a large entropy of fusion, by a large value of
T /T l (glass transition temperature/melting poInt), hr formulations which include
szable concentrations of fluxes (e.g., PbO, FeO) in the case of oxide melts and
the relative absence of "crud" in polymer melts, by superheating the liquid prior
to cooling, and by formulating the liquid as a "garbage dump" of ingredients in
the cases where phase separation can be avoided.

VISCOU'S FLOW BEHA\VIOR

Since the formation of glasses depends so criticallv on tile kinetics of crystal-
lization relative to cooling rates, and the kinetics of crystallization in turn
depend on thu viscosity, it seems useful to compare briefly the viscous flow and
crystallization behavior of oxide and polymer liquids.

Oxide Liquids

'nder most experimental conditions, the viscosity of oxide liquids is Newtonian in
character, with the viscosity being independent of stress. In the range of very

4 high stresses, in the range of 10
9 
dynes/cm

2, 
as the glass transition is approached.

the viscosity is observed (e.g., 1.1 and Uhlmann, 1970a) to decrease with increas-
ing stress or shear rate (shear thinning behavior).

For small compositional changes near the end-member network oxides (as SiO2 and
Gel,), there is a strong effect of composition on the viscosity; and even
advtntitious Impurities such as 11,0 can have a significant effect. For complex
multicomponent liquids on the other land, more modest-effects of compositional
changes are observed; and adventitious impurities generally have only minor effects

on viscosity.

j! i W r..- -'-- : . '.' ...... .. ' 77T M r
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Po viner Liquids

I- mot ionls inIvolved inl Lhe Vis Otis f low (if polvm.-rs invol, segm.ents of the
polymler chain. Ii,, viscous flow lit-lavior is noti-N,'wtoniajn inl ,-lr.ic-t,-r (sh.-ar
thinnitng) It e-ve.. modest str,-sses Or sb-car rates, bill i, Newtonian ;It stift ic i -nt-
Iv smallI sl,:tr rates. 11w-L usual1 ton-Newtonian leliavior s. ass,. jaled Wit ti.
ct I ees, tf chain etatng Ietnonts Cc B.*Iuec- 11067h) ; but aI fiilv Is it isfactor-
Joscrip1ion of thes,- , fct r,-m i ns to bh. proviid

Mo~re is aI pronoun-edci ef fec-t of t01C 110CTole,-ola W,'~lOl -igto bi-i, it of k~ -ur
I iqis. Ior polvmcnrs oif suff ic lent IV 1, i gl ,.o olar c.i ght , thi. v s'-" iIt 5 in
tlt- f luid rangc, increascs approxiniati- Iv ais 13 , . wiur, N is I i, w,-iglht iv,-r-lg.-
MOlCcular .e.-igbit. At t.m.--tue poroai-bhing tt- T;lass t ransi1t teln, tho- tol- ,lar
wcigllt affects the ternpiratir- .lcp.ndenc,- of I l" v i-c si tv -rather I )T.11t i.

viscos Ity i Ise If and the glanss traini t io t.mpt-ratuirc ipapr- imat,-' ,d
dent of molecuilar we gilt albovo son, mo.1,-st moli-rvlar wi-iglit.

[i, Ltperatur c depcndon- of tI,, e sc-st v at lw sly-ar stiresss Ii tb,,-Ni
range- seems wc II dc cri bed I)%- a free- vo iu.n, mobt- I . fit, compos i t Ional I ,Icp-ndt i-
Of thet Visco sil-V, 'Vi-il nelar crntl-movm-r .-orpoii.-nts. is no t so dramait i- as it. to-

oss f oxidi-s. I-ri-, volume concept, provide- a r-asonall, dls,-rip1ion of t'a-
k-ffttS Of compOsitLi,',. .1 thouidh t-xc.s~ e-1repsv lreatin-ilts hiive. also pr..vid"I
.. s "f II insi ghIIts,. ['I 10 vi ' 0.ni tso f !1, th it ,li; I I~-omponontI and mu, It Licompont-tl t met I Lv

i ,s strongl IvA f f Ck- t ('1 Jl lit' II- Ie ,--o Ia r arcli t -- t,, of I te ,ha i. Ci s-, . eg..
dt iss il in Ine-ilice , I 111-,.

hien ox sIde and po I vm,- r I I q it i Is i rc ( ompar rd I t Ihe iood ox i de g lass, f orm- r 5 are
P,'ncr;. l11% lhara,-tor ie,-d :) ,s li ,- r V l ss t IcLs - it- i r melIt i rig tiin ts tlhan it I %l-rnitr
I iqllill s :wbiI ie c rs.i I I i 7aI, 1 ' po IVint rs wlT i -l, r(-adi Is foITrm I lasses tistia IIv have- a
It igli- rat.- 0of inc rons,- in ITsl og i t--* ,i I1 fal I ItIg Itempera ture bItow t li- mo Itiig
p,. in1 t

kRS1LI AII ON bI-bbVI.'OK

Ox 1d- I ljld

As Ifirst suig,-s 1-1 TI-,, ),, I- (11
5

oS ti,- .,ntrop\ of fusion is of great fimportar.,-
lit !risid,-rini,- tli, -- stil I j.. iut tol nitlting lbl-l~asior of materials. As tnote-d

b, IImi~tii (107.'T) 1-wit '- of fusi,.n mate-rials, CSM1<2R) have- no,,-fac-et-
i 111 1r Itk "I i : it oit, r,-st~l I Ii .alt On :1,1, mc-I t itt1 :,,: t It,-c rvsra t nII aI :,,It i k itttics art-

li Is- ot rop i-; 11), fraclI ion of prc-f.-rrcd growth ilts on the i-rvstall-l iquid
int-f.c.- i-- iv-n ohint of indi-t-, ool ing, ntid superheat ;di,- kinet il-s art, wellI

d, ;ts riho-i !-,- do- iorri.i I irnctl, I1o1l,- ; d-f--tS do not signi f u-'ant IV ilffi-Ct dy-
kil.!i,,l I Z dtIt, - -rsstlia I i and I I t i nogI~k 1C TI, llat arc, -Ont Inulons w ithI s imi I Ir

o p,- I hrough I it, in- I t i Ili, in( 11

In Itont rast , ITIidI, introps 0! fusion materials C S 1,,R) ha-ve fa(--t,-d interfa-es- in
cryst al I I ,,t ion and non-fa,-cteo Interifaces in m-lt I i,g: th.. -rvstatl Iization
kinit i, art- anisotropic: thet fracion, of preferred growth sites onl tlhe init-rta-,-
in r,'ases wi tI. increasinlg ,,nderrool Iog;, for most materials, thec detailIs of th,
crvstal I m a t i on k loot1. ics aIrev no t we] I ese ribe) d hs- any tIheoreIt I caI model I, a Iduh ugl.

g row th ltv some f orm o f a surae ti er faTlt on oi meihanl i %m is iind i ca ted i n mans.- iase s
It v f ,'cts a re Limpor tan t i n grow thIT and meILi ng isq mo re raplI ( t han c rystalI I Izat IIon
atI g iven small d epa rturevs f rom eq.i i Ibr im.

(if pa r t icul ar no te fo r compa r ing Ite c rvstalIllIza tlIon bhlav Ior o f ox ides and
*1poly mer s. I t may be ob se rved tha t sphePr..lI t Ir grow t morpholIop is are obhsorved 1in

t he crv.st aI Iza t ion o f hIig en t ropy o f f us Ion mna tevr ials uinder cond 1titons of IIgh
undercol Ing .nd In the presence of impur I tes I 'ider conditions where the melt
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clitjiiisciojI,-eltrat ions ofl impur itjo-s iii thu( ri-t oil s,-v, rat icr-cot ,r iior1-,
Lil- crs-stal li-/At 100 kinetIC bo ecome- domnatedc I,% d iffoii oical lcit....sso s, anld
Ndcicri tic growth mcorphlocgies aro olisrvcd.

A\Ico o part Lciclar note, Ltco trcici--ico-lLV1 1 taiti i ,r t ranl.. r At it 1i, c rv- t aI- ll i ud
intcrfaIC- hZcS ccen found Lt v'al- with tit,, ficolt(% 1,(1 v ~t I. I n d,-taijI , I hu

fI,' i "lit 1 0 Mt inog theLs twco iluinnt i t i us i 1 argctr t lvii t hat ig lvii lv t htc
Stc'kc-l- ' nstin relation III, ahoict a tactor 1f bi.etWhLrcdi~ i inI -ic c

tLho kinetic' coeffiCiejit :It till' iiitterfAcc 11nd 11- I'ulk Visco Isi' Iscillsisc'IIt
with til- rcoiistrutct I il of the structicri It till, iiitirfacc' involving micic-cIclar
rearrangerti-Otsq wtii-., art- nsinitar to thost involved ii viscoucs f'low (so- disoccsiion
inli thmanni, 11)721).

iPolvvm-r I iquiid.s

I- citrupi- of fusion of potstiner liquids i, hiih i-oriling to JIackson's criti-rioli
(Aackvon. li) For tvpic-il fl-isil c hain plilcr, onsisting of a distribuc-
t in Wi 171olc iar Wvi cclits sphtoril it i, growth morpltologics airc observed uiider
lmos-t All coiv c rvst ill i:.tion condcit ion,. For (,ivmtcr., as fur cxds
tlcir- i, m cl to r amode to dier ibt splic-rol it ic growth. tII-c treatment wiche
111 blviv l ccivOSt USw i ll s i i polvrmcr f old I(I, base'd onl int-er f;ec(- i tistab 1it v

do1 - tio ots! tiItti on i I viip, c no l h.io ot i l-tiIt wro ii ns ioltos iof

t Iv1 ,tlist r[iL tirc I 'SIt ti 1,,plierulI it I(.

Mlsliei I Ic- 1'%i 11) 1C'I Ii 1I'lI i rir- cr,, r\-s t at It i 'ccl ciiilc~rt ilit i ll ms Of ftI oW , -- ; It I c
1 w tillIcvat-cI -t ticl to11' Ac crc liriicloccl . 'ccc I vt, , rccc,,t IIrc'v, ocIt s ivt oIf s taz cd
lI a,.IlIar u)ia tci , cr iiii Il p, rpocdi icitIa r ti I litI i t ci Ii of Ilciw, wlcieli cccvi- i-c ii

fiti iiiiior,- f ain Ii a r s pIlI, ri it Iu I t IsI r, I,-tcc rc- oitvit o f ra ill a t I tg a rray-s cit IL l Ii Iir
L ts. t Vp Ie Clv clV 1It Ic ft-!00 A ini tIIi I- k itc(ss (i icIt sinaI h cr tliali tl it, sI/is i - If

thIe ra di1a t ing s tr Ii,,t iIrct- s Iin o xic , )1, erc iis t, i-vi) - cla irc- separ-ati'd I"
ain amcirliliiis pliasi- whciI'I -cic -ait cu--op il-s Zilcocit 1a31f till' Vol iUme Of the
spilierultitec (atist, iii coinrast tol cxic splicrtil ltes. hic-li generalIs' arc ompc let~
Il% irs-statI I iite)l.

I I,- l imt- Iir j, I it in coIvit-r 1 ilieric I ti- if tn elc raitil ;is tliev grow, the

lirnii lug is ic- l ticow-aitijle and iti-crvstat Icigrapcic. t'wist og cif Lite p lates,
vo-rv I ikc-tv- i-- ituil with strc-c- at their surfaces, is alsciiis-rvc-d. tol
aicd I t lot. tino-ti iv , c i,,Itt rt Irc-.i oct o f t lit.- spil, uc-rit ti-s whose ,iia ctr is-
dli f f Ircit huIt Iiiid ouciat IlIv cluaract c-ri zict (wili-r(- ttcIl or ig iialI mic tca t Iccoi tcicik

p a-I. F ic lv- I. t i ,- ire alit it I vis sichl av s tahi i zirs anid icr oilvs ; cid
wh iiti cr1- toiiic i riii i li I I I c-t i amorlilocis rviins and InItc-.r- spccrcc1 icc.
Iccuctilar Ics an ;if I Ar t eipar l u iitt (-rfs t a t thei pi- iLsc-itLIt ,o t tlc- crc si-cI I -d

Iin 1,cit Iuuc, wit lil h r i tigi- bet wt -u ad jam-oft ( rvstalI plIns . Iviin a simuple sc-mi-
i rv tat I Ii nc poI-.mir I iluc- po lvtc-I n- i s thus, a raflier comipI i cat-c ccnpcs ite
mat r it I. For ficr tlir i nformalI i oi oit polIvinir splicru1t itcus. soc SlartuluI (9ih,
M'land I L n( I h '. I cudl IcI I ann -mud KoclIi- Ii ( 0

A) h tluc iclmt,r mcclt iii- ii till c rvstat lamo, Iclr cr- orienite-d pecrpendiiiculcar tco thei
t cit F.c, I c of thc- it , iiI:c iii sItic thei mictimictis arc- tisual I- much longer thiatn
tic I pIat, tc 1,c-kiis, , I tica -- i ,uv$c-s t-L that t he molci-ilc-s, fold back and forth
ilricr .lii rv-vtatlioct ioni. Ill- ictcir,- of til fold it t)is ein siiggl-stcc liv Mmil
ciithours Ill tik,- lit3 Withi tic cl jac-c-nt rc--c-itrv i . c-. , tint- polv-ncr c-ha in ri-c-tters
tt, plId, cillai-oii to I-ro- i t exmitedi Ho...liffmuacn, 1464).

An i atioaL vi. vie Icwi tilli srciicri- of thei limit lar plates wacs piroidcdc lv Flcr-

I t9' I), wilci vIcgc--tc-l .c tuodi-I for tic scirfai-os c(it thei pati-.s whchl l re-setmbles a
Itctli-licfc swi t ,lilicicri, w-i t t i lt t I ill aclecrct re- ittrv , litici re--elnt r%- to a cgi ven
p, Iitiv ait pos It icos ri-mitt-cl f rom H-cv sit sc itnt , and mcmv i nteorcilcitect i ons, lit, t wcn
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lameI lae. The differences between these Views Of the structure of the lamellae
plates in melt crystalli zed flIexible chai polymers are shown s hematically in
Fig. 5.

Figure 5
Schematic Illustration of lame

1 
Ilar plates in semi-crystallIine poismers. Top

figure shows swi tchhoard moidel; bottom figure shows model of adjIacent re-entry
folding.

In manv parts Of the poly-mer commnity, the moilel of adjacent r-entry folding
was accepted almost as tht word of God revealed to man. This acceptaince was
ba sed on the basic slmIpl Icity of the model and oin suggest ions such as the surface
energ Ies of folded-chaIn ad jacent re-entrv conf igurat ions ane sm] Illr than
switchboard Configurations. This was deemed noteworthyv since the model for
growth Involved a surface nuluehat ion mechanism withi the cr1itical nucleus ai single
chain segment extending across the crystal face and foldling.

Serious ohi-c tons were, however. raised by some workers to the model of adjacent
re-entry folding. The most extensive and wiide-ranging series of Investigations
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i this regard were carried uut liv Mandelkern and his co-workers (see summary in
Mandelkern, 1976). Calvert and Ulhmann (1972) suggested a different model for
tile growth nucleus,* and suggested that "A surface structure resembling a
siwit c hoard WoulId thlen he espec tlvd puqsIbIv a sw it chbloard withI many of the1 lines
lionging out.'

For manyv workers,, however,* tile resuiltIs (if 11Il augl I leatron scatterinug studies
of semi-crystal1 lie pol - mers such as polve thvletie c ame as a surprise if not a
shock. rihes, studies (e.g.. Sadler andi Keller, 1977; Summerfield et at., 1978;
SIc1litell et all., 197h; ieser vt atI., * 975) indicated radii of gyration of tile
crystallIized poly-mers whiclh are chise-ls Similar to those in tile melt and in a 0
solvent. Further, detailed calcuilat ions of the scattered lnteiisity bII. Yoon
and FlI ry (1977, 19801) indicate that thle measured scat.ter i g is Inconsistent ithi
tile model of ad j Icli t re-cut rv flinlg anid inld icat es an ave rage distance between
re-entry I'llilt-S oi 11117.1 i 'III lia ill IilhlItels.

It was suggested, therefore MForiy 0111 Youn, 1478), tleut luring tile crystalliza-
tioni of a flexilie ehll polvnmer fromy i he ciii , svgmo-1Lilsf the chains oif abiout
100t-200 i in lengthl -. i riarraig, ino rvsil line ar rays. The residual amorphous
material, which would lie highly eltutagi ed. is then traipped in the regions betweeni

- tile iiidividuzi -restallIine plate,. Sillh I ri-,- wouild piroducie a switchboard
type of structur, With al large number f tii piolv,,l us bridging the lametlae
p1ltes and withl aI highl degre Icf (hci nlliig leulln il tile residual amorphlous
phlaseO. Similar -onclullns Were rca, 'led Ibv alyc-rt and LIllmann (1972) based on
calculations; of crystallIi; it ion kind i, s and land Ilar thicknesIs. ile Coll-
cILIiiion of both tile,,, studils, as ,Ae I as ti Work Of Mandeike n cited aboive,
is that there is iiisutfl clat tine luring; rvsLli zat ion for the chainls to
d isentaingle and lay: dawii on the ioLiri Ic as reiluired for adj(acent re-entry
folding. The s Ll WliIII tile chialin ,vgmvnets ctan diffuse (rearrange) and form
regular arravs is CaliiU1I te'Il is .'lout 100-2t)() A.

Implicit ill tis i . I '1.1 ioins is, the assumption ihlt transport at tile, iiiterface
,,ii lie related I-. trIIs,;,ir ill [,111 I iqiid anid will sc-ale With thle visiusitv. As,
nioted in thet lirerioiuI -i lion, tLh' a ssumpt inn has bieen amply documented for
IoXide Ililils and~ theel' s for scil iiig sesellmore piersulasive for eiitangled
polyme-r I ililidS.

I attempt to is l~ I r"iy ill'. ilrmlilcit i"iis 1f the str(lctkiaIi- View pleelted above
il its kinici li,t,. some proliOnents Of tile .1i (aceut ri-enItrN foldiiig model

hove suggested that tile- relat lI lieticeeo thle in! erface kinetic .oeff icient and

tile viscosity does not hold for polymers. I'videnc-e f!or tis laIs been suggested
i e h'ro idII ish tile oh s.ryl t-ill of appalrent I V amorphious polI etlv I die c rv stal1

I izing InI rehl~iilahlli IImes at temperatlr,-s below, its glass trainsitioin (.;ones et

It I. is gil Iitult ili Ibis regard tli.it tile appareni a moirphiiiis piilvetlivlevie was
'roilleed under ,uml i1t ions (caist lg from soliltiiu) whe-re the possibiIlitv of re-
tlili-il solyci't is real, the situaionij is similar to that- familiar to tile oxide

seOmmlliit v. Recall, for example, v* eienIlce withI g las s, (:(t,, whose glass
traniItilul t emperature is above 5001

0
C buit wliikcll Will develop c rystal iniltv at

room i-mliera ture, in reasonable periods whien expiosed to a 1 1b atmosphere. The
expll.ilitLiii In the lat ter rase seems to lie associated Withi crystal lizat ion by a
s lkilt l in- rtervs to Iliz i ocn process InoIving water adsorbe-d from tile atmosphere;

and s 1imilar pro esi Inviolving so yeiil i s sulgges teid for tile rest]lIts on
Io lveii l -Iene .

liinil I1 i t should v nteid that tIlie qulest limn of adjLocent re-elitry folding 11as
not1 ve-t been complI te lv- resolved. Proponeints of uli inoling now sulggest thaut
thiIr miodelI may not be appropriate fur the rap ldiv-queiicied polvilmers examined
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ill thle Sma~ll ligivl ieutroii scat ter Ing Stuid ie, (the only samplecs Ior which Sul 1

daaare iIV.kii lbIeQ) , bit LtIl It aidji celit re-entrv toId Ing remin [S tile domi nanit
modle 0 t cryvSta i Iit iLoi n I k11dV1 e ,s - rai ,id soi id I 1 i t i onI - id it Ioniis .

t IIN (I.l1'1)l NG , N>A RKS

Ill, I orma zt Iion aind St nh to~re, Of pi I Vn r Zli Ox i de Ii SSS II;IVe beetn cons ide red.
It lvii, CIeu Ii lited that tilt St rUe turd I liar.Icter iS tixS OF 111111'r Ihtgasses and
ox ide, gI.a.,ssis Ii Ive minz i i I s Si mi IanIr t i , ,. S it i I irjIt e s zi re al; Iso seI it i n t I e
modelIs uised to revirestit S trcllt tire, and even inl thle occuirrence ot controvers ies
W itI.I re 01eJ' t to1 t I CeX xIs, II-o fo I t-rderd recil i 1S a s r e ireL'Senllt u I t hIVt-0ftIIe hulI Ik
matILerVials. in Ill b tvu it ) f gl asst-. , the occurrViliivOf phaI;se s 1 plaiOl is ion
irliOrttatlnil011'it, 1 to !ii 'oisidheredl !in (ollsderinI iirulllral features ofi mul ti-

11111111ii ci I L i t L' 11

h-Or both tvpvicso i glasses , iont rivr IsI oil,-erning struc-tural fea1tures seem, to

b, large Iv resolved; and till striiu t lives seem hiest des, rilid bve randomii arraY models
IUsIi. tile random iii sirk Or r i,lo,-.r I, ( I . I he irandomi ariav Shiv howiever, consist

of structitnil oinits aii cr thinil tile 11aSi,- vi)ii t o l t lii m teurIit I.l

[i, Isiat i it o isu f a I ro I jlIpliuS I i ethIer t\1'i iiiVl'i5 11 11iing a~ta

len-It ri-M til.It h~ltu t.ii1i, r\ -t ai ZaLcItioin is iiot produced . 11he chain
L11,1r.1cter it 1101ii' Il , 'Its .Illd t I , I o 1it .iil 1011iii eiiLTIeiiet iii te~se Melts

hI ,I] to iii eton in, v,' Iois I los h-hay hr and hlighj IcoiIicteicrvstail Iiza-
t lon intl tistructri ili !'I I~ l t Z71 1l I o1r Me I t i'rys.t. I I Ii Zeld tI I i )1Le iChin1
polii i~n . involv-i ]l i r ;it 100ii-Qii00 A ill tiikiies. with tialiv molecules

br idgijigl adj1lit plit--. manii mlil- liavin, :I jiveli plate iand re-enterinig
file dlit, si Ii l Ii ii , iiid Ml-1 'huhil eiiting1FlmetI-S ill the amorpliou, pitase

ii- heui ti, j-.,lidI iiillstiel IOLirc iii someI controversy ait lireselitL
A., n,,te I,- W l i,, iI * I I i ilh igli iiihudv ,II in ll i them all,

IX-icic 1'10-i itl lie' ite I i-il inv. thii'ir biets.

it s - ,tcl thlt It tie klilt't il Iut' f it ieIt tofr transport at thle crystal-I iqluid
iLILtI *IL' .11 1t Illi t~jI l ii ie , inii puilvnerv 1,, rulia- to tile bulk ViSCusity,

And tha , .luii aIt li"I I It -it Ili.:itill kiitit -. bisedl onl relations bietieeni

1i orri cJisi-s ott 1,1,,I-t I iii m tr aIis.

111.11 11, illI I t hit it tiel ibillIilaitt cvilit-i of sitiilarities iln citepits, Suiggested

t TUi I t Is til I Ii IM li til t tit' d I ffe Vreii La( Is ses lit ma tevr i aIs . it iis hope d tihit
t i ,o iii. d , 111- ,ill ,,, iillr-ls-d illte ral'til bit ltli worker., iii the

i-vMr Ati il ij.I , oinitniLi-ic. It is eXpected that Such increased inter-
.1 1u io wi 1 1 i, Id iitpr i.0llii-icit its fil both Collinimlliiiies.

I i.311 i.1 sit~it Ilt il thu IlIs i ork was provided Iv irh Force office of
5iilti il NVbseir 11 .Itid the NatOil il Scienice Foundation. Thlis suipport is

* ulttit ii lv ikitiwI ilgei .1s ate St imiulating discussions wi th Professors 1'. F lots
it Stintord I ilir-i itv ini 1). "ILlinlll 1 of lHarvardl 'nivesits.

ilIMAAA ifT S X "
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Structure of Glassy Polymers. V11. Small-Angle
X-Ray Scattering from Epoxy Resins *

R. J1. MATY1t and 1). R. UHLMANN. Department (if Materials Science and
Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology', Cambridge,

Massachusetts 02139 and J. A. KOUTSKY, D~epartment (i/ Chemical
Engineering., I'll ers it (Iof Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Synopsis

Tlhe smial-angle x-raY scattering SA X-S front an Epun 812 and two Epon 828 (one amnine-cured
and one anhydride-curedl epoxy resins hits been measured uising a Bonse- Hart systemn. The data
co ver thfe angular range (21I bie ween 201 see and 6in mm.Alrcoeti i oraortn.akgud

and vertical beamn divergence, theY have been placed on an absi lute basis by comparison with the
scaterig (uina pevioslystuiedp~ lycala atesamle.'['hei orrect ed absoluite intenisit V (IC -

creaises st ro~iNglvith incireaising anigle ietween 2(1 sec ando2 mim. dec(reasesinmore gradukally betweenI
2 and 20(10 imi n and reaches at nearly co nst ant asvmpit ic value at larger angles. The magnitude
othe i nt (nsit v in the constant .ini ensit v region is close t( the value predicted bY thermodynamimc

flu-t oat in theo ry for (Iluids applied t the glass transit io n t eniperat ore. rThe increaseinimt ensitv v

at anjglessma~ille rt tan2( 30 in in is associated with betenrogeneities in the cured resins. l'ee!e
en igenei ties co ver at range it',sizes in all samntles. troun less than Ilk) A to mo re than 11)0(1 A. with the
miost freqiieni lY occurring size in the range 1001- 201VA

INTRODUCTION

The st ructutres of' five glassy t hermoplast ics-polvcarhonate.. poly( met hvl
methacrylate), polv(ethvlene terelpht halate), poly(vinyl chloride), and poly-
styrene-haxve so t ar been examined using small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS).
In each case. 1 -1the measured intensity at scattering angles- (20i) greater than
10-40 min approaches or reaches the asymptoltic value expected for thermal
density tluctuations t'rozen-in at the glass transition. At smaller angles, the
intensity increases strongly with decreasing angle. The increased scattering
at very small angles was associated with small concentrations of large (several
hundred to several thousand A diameter) heterogeneities. These heterogeneities

wer sugse-ob xrni to the p~olymer (air bubbles-, dirt, process aids,

etc.).
The data obltained in these studies are at variance with previous claims of'

nodular structutres in the p~olymers. Specifically, the measured intensity is in-
i ll coinsistett both in magnitude and in its variation with scattering angle, with the

p~resenlce iii nodules as representative of the hulk material. Subsequent electron
microscopy studies (0 four ot' the glassy thermoplastics have yielded results

A consistent with the SAXS data and indicate the general absence of microstruc-
tural f'eatures clown to sizes apprioaching the resolution limit of the electron
microscope.

Based in part on at thesis stilmitt ei by It .. M. in lpar)tial ful fillImentt of the requirements fir the
M.S. degree in Materials Science. MIT'. 1976.

'ANw with Nrthern Pet riochemical C.. Mrris. It..

Joiutrnal i ifI' lyiner Science: liol ' mer Physics Ed it io n. Vol. 18,5. 1063 I(X: (198)
C1981) Joih n Wiley & Sons, Inc. M198- 2 738/00l 18 -1053I$0 1. .10
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1054 MATYI, UIHLMANN, AND KOU[SKY

While most of the controversv surrounding the existence of nodules has cen-
tered about thermoplastic polymers, many studies have been conducted on
network-forming thermosetting polymers as well. The original simple model
of network structure" predicted that a polymer network would be homogeneous
with crosslinks distributed throughout the material at random. More recent
theoretical studies of network formation (see e.g., refs. 7-9), employing more
sophisticated mathematical treatments, have shown that the formation of in-
homogeneities should be a frequent if not generally expected occurrence in the
synthesis of networks. In many systems, the chemical reactions are diffusion
controlled and are not carried through to completion; and heterogeneous
structures can be produced. More generally, regions differing in crosslink density
can be formed in the polymer, their extent depending on the chemistry of the
system and the polymerization conditions.

Heterogeneities., generally on a scale of '50-30M,) A and present in large volume
fractions, have been observed in transmission electron microscope studies of a
number of cured epoxy resins (see e.g., refs. 10-16). Among such studies, those
of Koutsky and his co-workers12,' and of Morgan and O'Neal 4 i; have provided
the most clear-cut evidence for the presence of structural inhomogeneities. The
former workers used replica electron microscopy and observed heterogeneities
(which they termed nodular st ructures) on free surfaces, fracture surfaces and
etched surfaces of epoxy resins of widely different cures and chemistries. Fur-
ther, the heterogeneities were reported to align in the direction of crack propa-
gation (perpendicular to the crack front) on fracture of the epoxy specimens.
The sizes of the heterogeneities seen in these studies were generally in the range
of 100-300 A.

Morgan and O'Neal" "" used both replica and direct-transmission electron
microscopy as well as scanning electron microscopy to characterize the structural
features of epoxy resins. They reported heterogeneities on a number of scales,
with particles 60-90 A in diameter suggested as intramolecularly crosslinked
molecular domains which could interconnect to form larger network arrays.

Because of the similarity ofthese observations to those reported previously
for thermoplastic polymers, the widespread nature of reported heterogeneities
in cured epoxy resins, and the potential importance of such heterogeneities for
affecting the properties of the resins, it was decided to undertake an examination
of crosslinked epoxy resins using SAXS. The epoxy resins were crosslinked with
both amine and acid anhydride curing agents.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Three cured epoxy resin systems were examined in this study. Two of the
systems were based on the diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A (Epon 828, Shell
Chemical Co.); the samples were cured with triethylenetetriamine (TETA) and
nadic methyl anhvdride (NMA). The Epon 828/NMA system was catalyzed
by the addition off 1% benzyl dimethylamine (BDMA). The third system was
based on the triglycidyl ether of glycerol (Epon 812, Shell Chemical Co.) and was
cured with dodecenyl succinic anhydride (DDSA), NMA, and BDMA. The
details of the curing agent concentrations, cure times, and cure temperatures
are shown in Table I. The Epon 828 samples were mixed by hand for 5 min and
vacuum degassed for I0 min before curing in a preheated air oven using theP

Iy
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TABLE I
Composition and Cure of Sample Systems

Concentration 'rime and
Epoxy resin Cure agent (phr)l temperature

Epon 828 TETA 12.0 45 min at 250C
4 days at I0(1

0C
Epon 828 NMA 93.9 3 hr at 125'(C

II)SA 0.9 14 days at 175*(
Epon 812 NMA 74 :1 hr at 70°C

I)t)SA 24 24 hr at 130
'C

BDMA 2

Parts per hundred ot resin by weight.

temperatures and times given in Table 1. The Epon 812 sample was mixed by
hand for ten minutes, poured into silicone molds, and allowed to stand for twenty
minutes to eliminate large bubbles. They were then cured as indicated in Table
I. This procedure is identical to that used in preparing the Epon 812 samples
in which nodular structures were seen in the electron microscope.' 2

Thin (ca. 0.25 cm) sections were cut from the cured samples and were polished
with alumina powder for SAXS examination. The SAXS data were collected
using a Bonse-Hart small-angle x-ray scattering system (Advanced Metals Re-
search, Burlington, Mass.). The system was used with CuK,, radiation and
employed pulse height analysis of the output ofa scintillation detector. The
diffraction geometry, described in detail in ref. 1, permits reliable data to be
obtained at scattering angles as small as 10--20 sec.

The data were taken at 10 sec intervals over the range 20 sec <20 < 1 min, 60
see intervals over the range 1 52(H < 6 in. 3 min intervals over the range 6 :520
< 30 min, and 6 min intervals over the range30 <520 _< 60 min. For 2 < 6 min,
the sample scattering and the background scattering were measured in succession
at each angle. For 20I > 6 min, a master background curve was constructed after
several counts had been made at each value of 28. Selected background counts
performed during each run were used to scale the master curve for values of 20
> 6 min. A scan of the main beam from -20 to +20 sec was conducted before
each run to identify any variations in tube intensity.

Prior to each run, the sample absorption e-1"1 (where t is the sample thickness)
was determined by measuring the main beam intensity with the sample in place
and then counting the beam with the sample removed. For all samples, c -UI
was between 0.32 and 0.43. The scattered intensity I at an angle 20 was then

)k corrected for background and absorption using the relation
, 1 = (T., - N)/e - 't + N - 1h (1)

where . is the scattered intensity at an angle 20 with the sample in place. 1h is

the background intensity at the same angle, and N is the system noise level.
The experimental intensities were corrected for slit smearing effects by the

-method dscribed by Renninger et al.1 This desmearing procedure. based on
an iterative deconvolution process, is valid if the sample is isotropic and if the
horizontal divergence of the beam is negligible compared to the vertical diver-
gence. Both assumptions are warranted in the present study due to the nature
of the material (epoxy resins cast in hulk) and the geometry of the Bonse-Hart
system (see discussion in ref. I).

......................................................
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10:2

Epon 828/TETA

; a
C
0 0

1 00*
0

S10-1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
28 (minutes)

Fig. .. Eperi mental SA XS i nI emsit v fromn 1pn 82S/I'EIA.

The (lesmieared data were ltut oni an absolute basis through a comparison with
the (Iesmearedl scatteri cuirve obtaied f'rom a wvell -characterized sample of'
polycarbonate. (Lexan., (General Electric Co.), for which absolute itenisity data
were av;''lable.1 Th'le (Itsmie~re(I p(Ily(arl)oinatecuirve otainied ithiisstuidy wais
it) excellent agreemnit with that obtaied previously' except f'or a conistanit
mul11t illicat lye f'actor I,..The SAXS data were thuis inrmalized anid placed
on1 an1 a lbsc lute basis wit h t he relation

%%here Ul{~) is the samliple normializationi Iactor, and t ,, and t
Imare the thickniess

of' the polycarboniate anid epoxy, samiples. resp~ect ively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figuires 1 :1 show the observed variat ionis of initensity with scattering angle

Epon 828 /NMA

0'

00-

* M.
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Fig. 3. Experimental SAXS intensity from Epon S12/NMA/I))SA.

for the Epon 828/TETA, Epon 828/NMA. and Epon 812/NMA/DDSA systems,
respectively. The desmeared absolute intensity SAXS curves obtained from
the three epoxy resin systems are shown in Figures 4-6.

The desmeared scattering curves for the three epoxy systems are qualitatively
similar to those obtained from other amorphous polymers. In the angular range
20 sec < 201 < 2 min. the epoxies all display a sharp decrease in scattered intensity.
The intensity continues to decrease, but more slowly, as the scattering angle is
increased beyond 2 min. Both of the Epon 828 samples show a pronounced

10! " I I I

Epon 828/TETA
0<0CM 04

9C

10 0
0

U S

" 102 0 000

10-2I I 1
0 10 20 30 40 50 602e (minutes)

Fig. 4. Variation of absolute SAXS intensity with scattering angle for Epon 828/TE'TA. (0)
I)esmeared experimental data; (0) calculated intensity for thermal density fluctuations + distribution

oof heterogeneities shown in 'able if.

rIA
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106 Epon 828/NMA

0<0

C
04t

C%

102
0 00

- I O U[ 0 0 0 0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
28(minutes )

Fig. 5. Variation of alsolute SAXS intensity with scattering angle for Epon 828/NMA. (0)
l)esmeared experimentil data; (o) calculated intensity for thermal density fluctuations + distrihution
of heterogeneities shown in Table Il1.

leveling of' the scattering curve between 15 and 30 min before decreasing to
constant levels at relatively large angles (20 > 40 min). The Epon 812/NMA/
I)DSA system displays a smooth decrease in intensity out to approximately 24
min. Beyond that angle, the intensity remains almost constant.

A nearly constant (asymptotic) SAXS intensity at small diffraction angles is
expected for an ideal liquid or glass because of the presence of thermal fluctua-
tions in density or composition. The expected magnitude of this scattering may
be obtained from thermodynamic fluctuation theory (e.g., ref. 17) and the
standard treatment of small-angle x-ray scattering":

1(0) = V (lAp) 2 ) = kTK-I'p 2  
(3)

where KT is the isothermal compressibility, p is the average electron density,
((Ap) 2 ) is the mean square density fluctuation in a region of volume V, and 1(0)

is the zero-angle scattering.

01 i

Epon 812/NMA/DDSA
•0: ""1'0

6
1

0

.'; 10
4 
.-P

00

C102A'

C
- o 9

too i~
o  

0

0 0 20 30 4o 50 60~2e(minutes)

Fig. 6. Variation of absolute SAXS intensity with scattering angle for Epon 812/NMA/1)I)SA.
(O) l)esmeared experimental data; (0) calculated intensity for thermal density fluctuations + dis-
trihution of heterogeneities shown in Table IV.
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Weinberg I- ,21 suggested that a glass should retain the configurational (but
not the vibrational) fluctuations present in the liquid at the glass-transition
temperature T.. The expected zero-angle scattering may be written

1(0) = k7gKI(T)p 2  (4)

Wendorff and Fischer21 reported that the zero-angle scattering for poly(methyl
methacrylate), polycarbonate, and poly(ethylene terephthalate) increases linearly
with temperature below the glass transition, and increases linearly as well (but
with a higher slope) at temperatures above the glass transition. Rathje and
Ruland22 also reported the zero-angle scattering from poly(methyl methacrylate)
and polystyrene increases with temperature below the glass transition; but these
workers found a less-sharp transition in slope at T, In contrast, Porai-Koshit-2'

and we have found the zero-angle scattering from Si0 2 to be independent of
temperature below the glass transition; and in this case, the scattering data were
obtained over a temperature range of more than 900'C ('T, 1000°C for this
material). Because of the uncertainty in the expected zero-angle scattering at.
temperatures below T,. eq. (4) will be used to eliminate 1(0). Because of the
limited range of temperature between T, and ambient, this expression should
in any case he good to within about 25%.

The use of eq. (4) requires a knowledge of both T and K-r at '. The com-
pressihilities of el)oxy resins at elevated temperature are not well documented,
however; and it was considered best to measure KT experimentally. Castings
of the Epon 828 samples were prepared containing strain gauges and were
pressurized to 2 khar at ambient temperature in a hydrostatic pressure vessel.
The compressibilities of the samples were determined from the slopes of the
compression-strain curves, and these values were used for KT'(Tg) in eq. (4). It
is recognized that this represents an underestimate of the compressibility at T',:

but the difference is expected to be modest. The method for determining K7
could not be employed for the Epon 812/NMA/DDSA systems, however, because

the sample was received in the as-cured state and thus could not be tested in the
pressure vessel. As an approximation. K7 of the Epon 812 sample was taken
as the average of the Epon 828 compressibilities. The glass transition temper-
atures off the three samples were determined by differential scanning calorimetry
using a Perkin-Elmer !)SC-2 apparatus, and the results were used with the
comt)ressibility data to evaluate the expected zero-angle scattering.

For the Epon 828rT'Fl'IA sample. for instance, we have p = 0.39 electrons A:,
K- = 1.9 X 10 '- dvn cmr-2 . and ', = 105'C. Using these values, we obtain 1(0)
=0.16 electrons-2A- . For Epon 828/NMA, parameters are p = 0.39 electrons
A'-:, 'T = 165,°( ' and K'r7 2.2 X )- Il dvn cm- 2 . Substitution yields 1(0) = 0.20
elect rons2A-3 for this system. These calculated values compare favorably with
the observed asymptotic intensities of 0.18 electrons2A-: (Epon 828/TETA)
and 0.25 electrons2 A-3 (Epon 828/NMA). For the Epon 812/NMA/DDSA
system. parameters are P = 0.40 electronsA - :', T, = 130*C and KT was assumed

to be 2 X 1'- dyn cm- 2. The corresponding expected value of 1(0) is 0.18
electrons 2 A-:. This compares with the observed asymptotic intensity of ap-
proximately 0.3 electrons2 A-;. DI)SA is known2 4 to impart flexibility to epoxy
castings due to its long aliphatic chains; as a result, the compressibility of the
Epon 812/NMA/DI)DSA material is probably higher than the value used here.
Consequently, the calculated value of 1(0) is likely an underestimate of the true

7Y..
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value. The increase in compressibility with increasing temperature would also
give rise to larger expected values of the asymptotic scattering.

The pronounced rise in scattered intensity at small angles (20 < 30 mini and
the excess asymptotic scattering at larger angles (over that predicted by fluc-
tuation theory) can be associated with heterogeneities in the samples. The
scattered intensity from spherical particles of radius R may be expressed as

NO( = Of - () Ap) 3 sin(hR) - hR cos(hR) (5)

Here !'(h) is the intensity in excess of the scattering from thermal density fluc-
tuations; and h = 47r sin0/X, where X is the wavelength of the radiation.

The sizes and concentrations of heterogeneities needed to describe the ob-
served scattering curves for the three samples are shown in Tables II to IV. The
presence of large heterogeneities (R > 250 A) is required to explain the large
increase in intensity at very small angles. It is possible that these heterogeneities

TABLF II
('alculated Sizes and Concentrations of Heterogeneities in Epon 828/TETA (p = 0.39

electrons A-:' )

c(Ap = IO) Ap- l=(Wi)
R (A) c(lI - . (Ap) 2  

c(AP = 1%) (X0
- 4

) (X10ol- 61

75 1.24 X 10" 0.0895 8.15 8.5
250 :1.46 X 10-1 0.0232 2.27 2.27
500 5.20 X 10-7  0.0355 3.42 3.42

1500 1,1 X I 0
-  0.079:3 7.30 7.30

4(X) 4.77 X 10-7 0.0325 3.14 :3.14

TABLE III
Calculated Sizes and Concent rations of Heterogeneities in Epon 828/NMA (p = 0.39

electrons A- )

R (A) di - c) lap) 2  c(Ap = l) c(Ap = 10%) c(Ap = 1005)

_5 1, 11l X l0-11(,3X 2.14) X 10 
3  

2. 10 X NO 
r

25) 9,17 X l
=

o- 0.0663 C.I9 X i -
, 6.19 X 1o-6"

50W 3,92 X I0-1 ... 2.64 X 10 2.64 X 10- '
I10(0 2.39 X l0

-7  
0.0164 1.61 X I0-1 1.61 X It0-

4004) 1.86 X It-' 0.147 1.25 X 10
-:
' 1.25 x l0

-'
,

Gives e(I - c) >1 0.25.

'rARLE IV
('alculated Sizes and ('oncentrations of Heterogeneities in Epon 812/NMA/DDSA (p = 0.4)

elect rons A-:')

c(I - c (A10
2  

. v,(Ap = 10%") c(AP = It W1; I

R (A) (Xlo-fi
)  r(Api = I71 (X !)-:) (Xl0o-:'

150 3.18 0.266 1.95 1.95
500 1.91 ().135 1.17 1.17
3(0 ) 1.77 0.12-1 1.08 1.08

5000 9.55 .A. 5.88 5.88

6M4)) 5.5: .. . 3:1.8 3.38

(iives c( - c) > 0.25.
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may be extrinsic to the polymers. While adventitious impurities such as dirt
may be responsible for some of this scattering, a more likely source is gas (air)
bubbles incorporated in the resin during curing. As seen in Fables 1I to IV,
concentrations of gas bubbles in the range of l0)- are sufficient to account for
t he observed scattering (above fluctuation scattering) in the very low-angle re-
gion. Alternatively, the heterogeneities in this range of large sizes may be su-
permolecular arrays of regions which differ in crosslink density.

The scattering at larger angles (still in the small-angle region) is associated
with smaller heterogeneities. The slow decrease in scattering from the Epon
828 samples in the angular range between 20 and 30 min, and the excess scattering
at larger angles (above that due to thermal fluctuations) in all samples, partic-
ularly the Epon 812 sample, indicate the presence of small (<100 A) inhomo-
geneities in the materials. Again, concentrations of gas bubbles in the range of
10-5 would be sufficient to account for the observed excess scattering, although
the presence of other structural inhomogeneities could also account for the
scattering. If the densities of these heterogeneities differ only slightly from that
of the matrix (as .p/p = 1 "i), they could be present in sizable concentrations (see
Tables ll-IV).

Figures 4-6 show a comparison of the experimental data with the scattering
expected for the distributions of heterogeneities shown in Tables II to IV su-
perimposed on thermal density fluctuations. 'The indicated distributions of
heterogeneities are seen to provide a close description of the data. It should be
noted, however, that these distributions are not unique. They simply indicate
the ranges of sizes which are needed to describe the experimental data. Any
distribution used to describe the scattering must have large particles (in the range
of several thousand angstroms) as well as smaller particles (in the range below
200 A) in concentrations not greatly different from those indicated in Tables 1I
to IV.

The present results seem at variance with many reported observations of
nodular features in cured epoxies as representative of the bulk structure. For
st uidies carried out using direct transmission electron microscopy on thin sections,
rather than electron microscopy of replicas, a density difference of about 0.1 g
cm - is required to produce observable contrast in a 1000-A-thick sample irra-
diated with 100 kV electrons.21' This indicates that inhomogeneities in a 1000
A thick sample of epoxy would provide discernible contrast only if they differed
in density from the bulk by about 5-10%, a difference which is much larger than

*i the change in density on curing. Further, the density difference required for
observable contrast increases as the sample thickness decreases. Examination
of Tables II to IV shows, however, that heterogeneities differing from the bulk
density by 10% or more can only be present at concentrations in the range about
0. l§k-a range which is much smaller than the concentrations indicated for the
nodular features.

For studies carried out using electron microscopy of surface replicas, which
represent the largest fraction of the observations of nodular features in epoxies,
asomewhat different question is posed by the present results. The indicated
volume fractions of heterogeneities seen in the electron microscopy studies are
consistent with the SAXS results only if they differ in density by perhaps 1% or
less from the bulk. Considering the small change in density on curing epoxy
systems--typically I1 or less-as well as the nature of the curing process, the

i7..!..... . - - -
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occurrence of regions differing in density by only a small amount seems rea-
sonable. It remains to be established, however, how regions with such differences
in density become visible on fracture surfaces. Certainly there is good reason
for expecting regions of different crosslink density in cured epoxies; and such
differences should be reflected in details of the fracture process. What remains
to be clarified is the relation between such regions and the features seen in
electron microscope studies. The present SAXS results should be viewed as
providing data with which any proposed structural model must be consistent.

The sizes of the heterogeneities inferred from the present SAXS data, with
largest concentrations in the range about 150 A, are similar to those reported in
several electron microscope studies. Because of concerns about contrast in direct
transmission electron microscope studies of epoxies and about the relation be-
tween structural features and features seen in electron microscopy of replica
surfaces, as well as the differences in chemistry and thermal histories of the ep-
oxies examined, the similarity of sizes will simply be noted here.

CONCLUSIONS

The small-angle x-ray scattering from three cured epoxy resins-an Epon 812
material, an amine-cured Epon 828, and an anhydride-cured Epon 828-varies
with scattering angle in a manner generally similar to that observed previously
for glassy thermoplastics. The SAXS intensity from the epoxy samples decreases
sharply with increasing angle in the very small angle region (20 < 2 min). then
less slowly with further increases in angle (out to 20 equal to 20 or 30 min) and
then approaches a constant asymptotic intensity. As with the glassy thermo-
plastics, the measured SAXS in the constant-intensity region corresponds closely
with that expected for thermal density fluctuations frozen-in at the glass tran-
sition. In detail, however, the measured intensity is somewhat higher than that
expected for thermal fluctuations, particularly for the Epon 812 sample.

The increase in SAXS intensity at very small scattering angles has been as-
sociated with a small concentration of large heterogeneities (exceeding 1000 A
in size). These may well be heterogeneities extrinsic to the polymer, such as gas
bubbles introduced during curing of the resins. The presence of small hetero-
geneities (less than 200 A in size) is also indicated by the SAXS data. If intrinsic
to the polymers, they can be present in large concentrations (tens of percent)
if they differ slightly in density from the bulk (Ap/p - 1%).

The present results are inconsistent with the presence of nodular structures
visible in direct transmission electron microscopy of thin specimens, and set
constraints on the characteristics of heterogeneities seen using replica electron
microscopy. The precise origin of these heterogeneities is not clear at present.
They may be related to regions differing in crosslink density; but the nature of
this relation remains to be elucidated satisfactorily.

Appreciation is due to Dr. L. H. Peebles, Jr. of Office of Naval Research for stimulating discussions.
Financial support for the MIT portion of the present work was provided by the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research. This support is gratefully acknowledged.
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On the Structure of Glassy Polymers. VI. Electron

Microscopy of Polycarbonate, Poly(ethylene
Terephthalate), Poly(vinyl Chloride), and Polystyrene

M. MEYER,* oJ. VANDER SANDE, and D. R. UHLMANN, Department of
Materials Science and Engineering, Center for Materials Science and

Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139

Synopsis

High-re ,olution electron microscopy studies have been carried out on four glassy polymers ex-
amined in previous small-angle x-ray scattering ISAXS) investigations, The polymers include
polycarbonate, poly(ethylene terephthalate), polylvinyl chloride), and polystyrene. For all four
polymers, both bright-field and dark-field observations indicate the general absence of micro-
structural features of a size down to the resolution limit of the electron microscope. Only "pepper
and salt" features on a scale ca. 5 A are seen as characteristic of the structures. These features reflect
,imple interferences as the resolution limit is approached. and are seen for single crystals and oxide
glasses as well as for the polymers. The present results, taken together with structural information
from light scattering, SAXS. and small-angle neutron scattering, indicate that glassy polymers should
be regarded as having random structures. The combined results are inconsistent with heterogeneous
microstructures having regions of locally high order present in large volume fractions.

INTRODUCTION

The past decade has seen much debate and many seemingly contradictory
results on the structure of bulk amorphous polymers. There have been several
structural models proposed in the literature, each providing an explanation for
certain experimental results. Foremost among these are the random coil model,
advanced forcefully by Flory and his associates' '2 and the nodule model, advanced
bv Geil and Yeh and their associates.:',

The random coil model pictures the unoriented amorphous bulk polymer as
random in structure with isotropic properties. The configuration statistics of
the molecule in bulk are expected to be the same as when dissolved in a 0 solvent.
Rubber elastic behavior, light scattering, small-angle neutron scattering, mag-
netic birefringence, and small-angle x-ray scattering are among the experimental
results which have provided support for this model.

The nodular bundle models assume that glassy polymers are inhomogeneous
on a molecular level, with regions of disorder and regions of local order both
present in large volume fractions. The principal experimental results which
have provided support for this model are transmission electron microscope ob-
servations, although other results such as those obtained in x-ray diffraction
studies have also been discussed in terms of regions of locally high order.

Because of their relevance to the present investigation, it seems appropriate
* Based in part on a thesis submitted by M.M. in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the

M.S. degree in Materials Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1978.

hournal of Polymer Science: Polymer Physics Edition Vol. 16. 21H05 20)14 41978)
c 8975 John Wiley & Son%, Inc. tN)98-127:t/75/t)016-20tt$1 .00
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to review briefly the salient findings of the studies used to support the nodule
hypothesis. Work dealing with four polymers-polycarbonate, polystyrene,
poly(ethylene terephthalate), and poly(vinyl chloride)-will receive particular
attention.

A precursor of the nodule model is discussed in the work of Krimm and To-
bolsky,- who performed x-ray diffraction studies of polystyrene and poly(methyl
methacrylate). For both polymers, diffraction peaks suggested to be associated
with interchain distances were identified, and were indicated to change sys-
tematically with thermal treatment. It was suggested that small ordered regions
were present in both polymers, with the size of the ordered regions being smaller
in the case of poly(methyl methacrylate) because of the presence of the bulky
side groups.

Bjornhaug et al.6 expanded on the work of Krimm and Tobolsky by applying
radial distribution analysis to the x-ray diffraction patterns. For polystyrene
the peak intensities at 5 and 10 A were suggested to be higher than expected for
a random conformation, and were explained by postulating the existence of or-
dered regions in the amorphous polymers.

Yeh and GeilF used a solution-casting technique to prepare specimens of glassy
poly(ethylene terephthalate) for transmission electron microscopy. They re-
ported the presence of ball-like structures, 45-100 A in size, as an essential
structural feature of the material. These features were termed nodules. Sub-
sequent observation, after annealing near the glass transition, showed the
structures to have aggregated and aligned. Extensive annealing over a 6-day
period at 66*C resulted in the formation of spherulites. At 154'C, the spherulites
were frmed in 15 min. Dark-field electron microscopy, carried out using a
portion of the most intense diffuse halo of the electron diffraction pattern, in-
dicated heterogeneities of about the same size as those seen under bright-field
conditions.

Carr et al.5 carried out electron microscope studies of polycarbonate and re-
ported the presence in large volume fraction of nodular units about 125 A in size.
These structural features were reported to enlarge upon annealing at tempera-
tures near the glass transition. The nodules were suggested to represent regions
of locally high order.

Klement and Geil9 carried out an electron microscope study of solution-cast
specimens of isotactic polystyrene (i-PS), isotactic poly(methyl methacrylate)
i-PMMA), and polycarbonate (PC). After observing the as-cast structures,

the polymers were drawn uniaxially at a controlled temperature: 105-125*C
for PC, 55-70 0C for PMMA, and 95-110* for PS.

The as-cast morphology of PC consisted of 100-A nodules which grew and
merged into a spherulitic structure upon annealing. The postdeformation
morphology consisted of rows of thick and thin polymer aligned perpendicular
to the drawn direction and spaced 1000 A apart. It was suggested that the 100-A
nodules were composed of closely packed chains which were drawn out during
deformation.

The as-cast i-PMMA was also amorphous by electron diffraction, but electron
micrographs of samples shadowed with carbon-platinum revealed a 150-200-A
nodular structure. Samples which had been drawn to four times their original
length exhibited 700-800-A undulations. The nodules were suggested to be
composed of closely packed chains, as in PC. The as-cast i-PS films were
amorphous and structureless above 100 A. Drawn films had surface undulations
which resembled those of PMMA.

..- ,
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Yeh"1 investigated the nodular structures found in PS. Neither tacticity,
molecular weight, nor the molecular weight distribution of the atactic polymer
changed the electron diffraction pattern. The nodular features, interpreted as
regions of local order, were about 15-45 A in diameter in the freshly prepared
samples. Upon irradiation for 60 sec in the electron microscope, the location
of a diffraction ring initially at 4.78 A-suggested as arising from orderly chain
packing-was observed to change to larger d spacings; and evidence of increasing
line broadening and decreasing intensity with increasing irradiation was also
noted.

Nodular structures about 200 A in diameter were seen in ion-etched rigid
polv(vinyl chloride) (PVC). No such structures were seen, however, in freeze-
fractured samples of this polymer,12 although similar features were observed in
freeze-fractured samples of plasticized PVC.

Tlhe conclusions of these studies-that glassy polymers are composed of regions
of disorder and regions of locally high order-have been called into serious doubt
by a number of recent experimental studies. Among these, three groups ofin-
vestigations seem deserving of particular note:

1 ) Light scattering. Patterson' investigated the effects ofcooling on light
scattering from PMMA and PC. No evidence was found for an increase in the
number density or size of heterogeneities in the polymers as the temperature
was lowered, as would be expected for nodular structures as regions of local
order.

2) Small-angle x-ray scattering. The small-angle x-ray scattering from a
variety of polymers, including PC, PMMA, PET, PVC, and PS. has been shown14

to be inconsistent both in magnitude and in angular dependence with the pres-
ence o nodular structures as representative of the bulk material.
3) Small-angle neutron scattering. Among studies of small-angle neutron

scattering from amorphous polymers, that of Benoit I" can be taken as repre-
sentative. The radii of gyrat ion of eight molecular weight polystyrene polymers
were found to he the same, within experimental error, as those of the polymers
in a 0J solvent (where the random coil is widely acknowledged as providing a useful
rel)resentation ofthe chain conformation).

Taken in toto, these findings cast strong doubts on the validity of the electron
microscope observations which suggested the occurrence of nodular structures
as essential features of amorphous polymers. It seemed highly desirable,
therefore. to reexamine the structure of glassy polymers using the technique of
high-resolution electron microscopy. The present paper reports the results of
such a reexamination.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The polymers studied in this investigation were bisphenol-A polycarbonate

(P('), amorphous poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET). poly(vinyl chloride)
(PVC). and polystyrene (PS). The samples were obtained from the same stock
as those used in previous small-angle x-ray scattering studies 4." ; I-; the char-
acteristics of the materials are cited in the previous papers.

The specimens were prepared for transmission electron microscopy using
variations of the procedures employed by Geil and his co-workers. In the case
ot' P(. 1.1 g of PC was dissolved in 40 ml of cyclohexanone. A clean glass slide
was dipped into the solution. The slide was removed, and the solution allowed-17 - - -
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to evaporate. The slide was dipped into distilled water, the polymer film floated
off, and a portion of the film was picked up on a copper grid.

In the case of PET, 1.05 g of PET was dissolved in 40 ml of phenol. A car-
bon-coated grid was dipped diretly into the solution, and the solvent was allowed
to evaporate. The sample used for the bright-field-dark-field pair was made
then. The samples used in the through-focal series were made two days later.
The solution was first centrifuged to remove a hazy suspension, and the clear
liquid decanted off and used in making the sample.

In the case of PVC, 602 g of PVC was added to 30 ml of nit robenzene to form
asaturated solution. For PS, 1.4 g of PS was dissolved in 40 ml of methylethyl
ketone. In each case the grid was dipped directly into the solution, and the
solvent allowed to evaporate.

In those cases where a carbon film was used to support the polymer, the carbon
substrate was about 150 A thick and the polymer was always at least four times
this thickness. In all cases, the grids with sample attached were coated with a
thin carbon layer to minimize problems of sample instability in the electron
beam.

The specimens were examined in a Siemens Elmiskop 101 electron microscope
operating at 80 or 100 kV. This instrument is a modern, high-resolution electron
microscope with a resolution of 3.5 A point-to-point. The specimens were viewed
in both bright field and dark field. The dark-field observations were accom-
plished using the second diffuse halo centered on the optics axis. An objective
aperture of 25 pm was used. The sequence of images was usually the dark-field
image (requiring an exposure time of about :10 sec) followed by a bright-field
image of the same area (exposure time about 4 sec). It was determined that the
reverse sequence (bright field preceding clark field) yielded identical results. In
all cases. the micrographs were taken using the full resolution of the instrument
(with magnificati ns of X500,00) or more on the photographic plates). In some
cases, through-focus series of micrographs were taken to explore the etfect of
focus condition on the apparent structure.

RESULTS

Polycarbonate

A representative bright-field elect ron micrograph of i)olycarhonate is shown
to the left in Figure 1. It is seen that the material is structureless (featureless)
down to the limit of resolution of the electron microscope. Only the "pepper
and salt" st ructure characteristic of elecl ron micrographs taken at high resolution
is seen. 'l'he "pepper and salt' st ructure olserved is a result of the use ot'a finite
bj ective aperture tof limit t he amount of information (in t he form of t ransmitted

W. or scattered electrons) exiting the object that is used to construct the image.
That is to say, the friginal object confoluted with the transform of'the circular
obje'tive aperture (an Airv disk) yields the form of the image.'!" If the object
is considered to be an array ff atoms or molecules, then the cfnvolution ot' the
object with anir,' disk (the aperture transfOrml will yield a hlurred image of

the array observed as the "pepper and salt" structure.
The (fcorresponding dark-field image of the same area is shwin toi the right in

IFigure 1. Again. nf evidence ofan ii(hilar featir's is seen and the comnbinaion
of the bright-field and dark-field micrographs provides strfng evidence for a
highly homogeneous st ru fire.

-A
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Poly( ethylene Terephthatlate)
A re p resentIat ive briglIit -I ielId celectron microgriphI i~ is I ioin )1 ti Ithe ' elit i) gure

2: the orrespondfing dark tiell mnicroigraph iol t heS11( sae rea is shown to) the righlt
lin Figuire 2. Again the( miaterial is scen to) he tea;lt treless doiwn to, Ow heimit 44

resoluition (tif, hclect ron Inicriiscole.
Sin-e ITT was I he fir-st piil vier 1fr which i istint iiiidilar st mtwres inl the

glassyv state were repoirted1. and SinceT the ilii(liIe'S inl this materiail appear with
greater clarity t han t hse lin other p)iivniers, it was (lecoleil I( siihject PET it)
even closer scrutmitt. Several t hriiugh-focs series (it ntlicrigraphs were taken.
a re presentat Iive set (it w\hi ch is sI umn inl Figuire :). TIhis series shows the ahsenice
it pe(rceivahlv st riuture in the inl locus iuicri)-igrph. and illustrates iwo apparent

*st ructukre can he 4levelI() evl in th i icrograpih I,) goin teI her an un(Iterfocis
o)r an iiveriw c i(Idit ion. I Ising the argiiiietits-iliii. the change inl the( scale,
oftIhe salIt and pepper noited, withI' chanlge inl lienIs ian Ibe con sidered as iIIan idi

06 tinal defoiicis ciinyiiluitiiitlih t he oiriginal tohjiit.

lPoly(vinyl Chloride) and Plykstyrene
R~epresentttive hright-field and (lark-field elect rol iniicrographs (t t he samle

area of the pollI I vinyl (-liirimlet sample and polYstYrene, sample itre sliiiwt it)
l'igires I1 and 5. respectivelY. It is seen that these Iwuiners are also teatutreless
do4wn tio thev resiilut ion of the elect ron microsctitue. No) evidlence is fiiiinl fiir

-tinuille-tvpe hetevrogeneit ies: oinly Ilt-e "pepper anid salt st ruct ore is umited.

PFor till fouir piilymevrs. occasional discrete hecteriigeneit ii's were seeii. Thiese
hieteroeneit les are uistall.\ crystalline iii niat nie. and are privut iii small v4-ijn
frattions t tyticallv less than P,0. The iiriin and iharaiterist i-s oitthv( lie ht

eigeneit itfs was nit eu;iliileil ill detai.
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Fi.2. Corrv iuondmg hr~ tig t le O (11 anid dlark l id rit I lvct rn microgralipte. , %

i et h u I e rvIit lia itv .

ISCUJSSION
'I'he( results ofth pwlresent invest igat ion ot tour glassy polymers. carried olit

tis in ri mo dern hig-h -res a uti n) eleiro mnicroscop(i~ e, i ndicate t he absenlce (It'any

iii servale het erogeneitiles piresent ii) sizalble volime t'ract ions ill any of' the
polymers. When v iewed i n eit her hr ighlt fielId or daitrk fielId, each (it the polymiers

When viewed at very high magniticat ions. only thle pepper and salt t'eat tires oil
at scale ca. .5 A a re see n as c-hatract erist ic of' the pol 'Nmer. Stich pepper and salt
teat tires are seen inl all materials, even single crystals andl oxide glasses, when
lservat ions are carried out near the resolution limit of' the electron micro-

Tlhese results indicate that the microst ructure of all Four polymers -PC, IT.
PVC.( ' and I'S is teatutreless down to a scale below It0 A. Similar t'eatutreless
inicroi truictiores have previouslY been observed tbr single-component oxide
glasses suich as fuksed silica".' it is suiggested that these glassy ptolymers. like the
oxide glasses. should be regarded ats random arrays inl which nlo unit ot'structure
is repe~ated at regular intervals inl three dimiensilons.

TIhe t brough-focus series of' elect ron micrograp~hs, anl exam ple oft which is
shown inl ligtire :1. indicate the absence of'struct oral t'eat ores when inl tOcus anld
thle development of' such t'eat ores when out of' focus. That is. the samples are
teat tireless down to about the resolut ion limit of' thle elect ron microscope when
ill toc.tis; hut ouit -of,-focuts cond it ions canl lead to t he pepper and salt bteing seen
as applarent st ruicture on at scale not ably greater t hanl the resolution limit. When
a kinrg micrographs at high inagniticat ions, particularly under (lark-field conl-

(lit ions, it is diticullt to achieve exact fo0cus condit ions, and correspondingly easN

tooserve appjarent structuore onl a fine scale as at result of' instrumental arti -
facts.
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Fi_.I bih i i el.m aklud(ih e n i ,ga h 4p v\iY

Thel results if thie present elect ron microscope study are t heref ore iii accord
with ile find ings of'other invest igat ions ot glassy polymers, such as the light
sc'atte'ring. small-angle x-ray scattering andf small-angle neutron scattering work
discussed inl the i ntroduct io n. It remains only to consider thle wide-angle x-ray
(litract io m l uies which have-( heen taken as providing direct structural evidlence
fo r regio s of Imtal order in glassy polymers.
lIn assessing thle results of'the x-ray diffract ion studies, it should First he noted

that the ahility ,to ohtain critical insight itto the st ructutre of amorjphous mat erialIs
dlependls onI thle reliahilitv of the scatItering data at intermediate-to-large values
idisin it/A. fiere f is the( Scattering angle and X is the wavelength of the radiation
uisedl. lUnfirt unatelv. f'or mat erials composed of' elements of' small atomic
nmber such as tpolYmers. the C'ompton modified intensity which contains no
t rklet utra i in h orma t iin oiten coimprises tihe hbulk (plerhaps as muich as 91 1) iof thle
mevasured iut ensit v at large values of'sin (11A). This large modified scat tering
miuist lie separated f'rom thle coherent iv diffracted intensity hy a theoretical
ci irect ion wvhici(h i nt r i ues c'onsiderabile tincertaintv into the precise f'orm (it'
I te data.

A eco nd I proi le m is intIrodu cedl by the use of the "proiportI(inal ity (ifscattering

fact irs'' approximation, which is used to effect a Fourier inversion and ohtin
I te radial (list riiut ion Functio 1( rom diffract ion data. The applroiximlatioin as-
sulnes that the sint I (/M~ depe)ndlence lift he scattering f'actors For all atomtis in thle
glass is the( samlie. 1i nfort unately, this is a pooiir assumption f'or many glass\
p tlviers (e.g., PC, and introd~uces an erro r (if unspecified f'orm in the re-

stilts.
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Fig. b rrri.idii g right-Aield ltl't I and dark-field (righlt j elect rIon licingrap t p y,,i t%

The studies cited above as providing evidence for local order in glassy polymers
encountered both ot these problems; and these problems limit substantially the
confidence which (an be placed in the conclusions. More recent x-ray diffraction
studies otf glassy polymers'2 have suggested that little intermolecular ordering
occurs. The recent studies have generally employed improved experimental
techniques, but still have analyzed the data in terms of radial distribution
functions (and hence still have used the proportionality of scattering factors
approximation).

The large C(ompton scattering component at high sin ((/X) can experimentally
he reduced or eliminated by the use of double-crystal monochromators or fluo-
rescence detectors; the proportionality ot'scattering factors approximation can
he eliminated by avoiding the Fourier inversion and describing the structure in
terms (of pair correlation functions. These techniques are discussed at length
in ref. 21. To date. such techniques do not appear to have been applied in
pul)lished studies of amorphous polymers, however, a recently completed in-
ve.tigation of polycarhonate which does utilize these techniques22 indicates that

4 the frequently otccurring distances in this polymer can be described as intrachain
distances.

'The results ot the present electron microscope study are then in accord with
wide-angle x-ray diffraction data as well as the results ot the other studies dis-
cussed above. The present findings are. however, at variance with those of the
electron microscope studies discussed in the Int (iduction. Tlhrough-focus series
of' micrographs such as that shown fur PET in Figure 3 suggest that the fine-scale
(<20 ) apparent structure seen in some previous investigations may simply
reflect the use of elect ron microscopes of insufficient resolution, or may result
from the lack of proper focus in taking the micrographs. Neither of these
potssibilities can be confirmed at present. nor can alternative explanations based
on other effects such as radiation damage from the electron beam or the possi-
bility that the observed nodules represent surface features of the polymers.

p= ,
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It seems clear from the present work that the nodular structures should not
be taken as representative of the microstructures seen in electron microscope
examination of glassy polymers. It also seems clear that random array models,
such as the random coil model, are generally in accord with the electron micro-
scope results as well as with the results of a variety of other structural investi-
gations and determinations of properties.

CONCLUSIONS
The microstructures of four glassy polymers-polycarbonate, poly(ethylene

terephthalate), poly(vinyl chloride), and polystyrene-have been examined using
high-resolution electron microscopy. In all cases, the microstructures are gen-
erally featureless down to the limit of resolution of the electron microscope. Only
the pepper and salt features characteristic of microscope operation near the
resolution limit are seen. Both bright-field and dark-field electron microscopy
indicate featureless microstructures, with occasional evidence for discrete het-
erogeneities present in very small volume fractions.

The present results are in accord with data obtained from light scattering,
small-angle x-ray scattering, and small-angle neutron scattering in suggesting
that the structures of glassy polymers be represented as random arrays. The
results are at variance with observations of previous electron microscope studies
which indicated the presence of nodular features. It has been shown here that
features like the fine-scale nodules can be produced by out-of-focus conditions
on electron micrographs, conditions which often obtain in taking micrographs
at high magnifications.

Financial support for the presenr work was provided by the Air Force Office ot Scientil'ic Research.
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